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C H A P T E R 1

Entrepreneurial Communities

THE HANDBOOK’S ORIGIN

C
ommunity Futures Committees (CFCs)

and Business Development Centres

(BDCs) have been very significant additions to

the regional development strategies used in

Canada. To strengthen their contributions to

the communities where they reside, and to

Canada as a whole, a committee, staff, and

Community Futures consultant training pack-

age was developed by the University School of

Rural Planning & Development, University of

Guelph, for Employment and Immigration

Canada (EIC) in 1992.

This Handbook has been developed to aug-

ment the very important community economic

development (CED) training sources which

have already been produced for use by CFCs.

The existing materials have been used as a

reference in preparing this book.

Even though this handbook is specifically de-

signed for CFC and BDC boards, it is useful

for other groups who are involved in “bottom-

up” community action and strategic planning.

It may also be helpful for community organiza-

tions in other fields which are struggling with

internal and external decision-making.

Planning & running businesses & projects can

involve people from all sections of the community.

Economic development can generate more than

private incomes. It can build a community’s strength.

1



WHAT DOES IT PROVIDE?

Overview & Concepts

The Handbook is designed to be a relatively

brief introduction to the topics of community

economic development and strategic planning

for individuals who are new to these fields or

have not used them in a community context. It

also provides brief overviews of concepts so

that note-taking at training sessions can be kept

to a minimum. For individuals on CFCs or

BDC Boards it provides a starting point in their

own educational process.

Frameworks

This handbook outlines some of the key frame-

works on which community economic devel-

opment is based and clarifies the differences

between other local economic development

strategies and CED. The opening chapters pro-

vide these frameworks on which the remainder

of the handbook is based.

Case For Training

A case study has been added as a basis for

training exercises. It can provide a common

information base from which groups repre-

senting a variety of locations can together learn

how to build entrepreneurial communities.

Even when participants are from a single loca-

tion, however, differences of opinion about the

current hometown situation can detract from

the group’s ability to learn the concepts pre-

sented. In this instance, a case study can serve

to remove the participants from their own

situation for the skill learning process. They

then return to their own, much less clear situ-

ation to apply the concepts a second time.

Community members with bright ideas get access to entrepreneur training, advice, & financing. Community organizations are

set up to sustain local input & activity in economic development. The local economy & way of life changes how, when, & where

locals want it to. This process is called community economic development and it builds entrepreneurial communities.

C H A P T E R 1
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HOW IS THE HANDBOOK LAID OUT?

The handbook presents an overview of both

CED and strategic planning in Chapters 2 and

3. Chapter 4 describes the “link” between CED

and strategic planning. The final three chapters

take the reader through a strategic planning

process for a CED organization, from vision

and mission (Chapter 5), to situation analysis

(Chapter 6), and on through goals, objectives,

operation plans, monitoring and evaluation

(Chapter 7). These final three chapters focus on

how to apply a strategic planning process in a

CED situation and provide examples of each

step in the planning process.

Appendix 1 is the case study of a community,

as discussed earlier. It is not meant to be a

model Community Futures region, but it is

intended to provide a series of similar situ-

ations in which individuals involved with

CFCs or BDCs can identify themes familiar

to their own situations. The case study is an

invented region, but it is based on realistic

information which is appropriate to the Brit-

ish Columbia context.

Appendix 2 outlines how the text relates to the

EIC - CF Training curriculum.

CED requires systematic planning. People from all

walks of life imagine & decide upon the economic

future they want for their community.

Then they map out, step by step, how they will

turn their present into their future. This process

is called strategic planning.

They assess their strengths & weaknesses,

local opportunities & threats.

E n t r e p r e n e u r i a l C o m m u n i t i e s
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WHY IS TRAINING AN ISSUE?

Regional or local economic development in

Canada is becoming a larger and larger issue as

capital and jobs become more and more mo-

bile. Communities, and the people in them, are

becoming part of a rapidly changing global

economy. Concern for their own community

and its health is rising. To address the need to

deal with communities first, a number of com-

munities are turning to a community economic

development approach. For some communi-

ties these concepts, processes, and approach

are not new. But for many other communities

they are either unfamiliar or are ones that they

have limited experience with. If individuals

want to purse local economic development

goals using these types of techniques, training

in this approach would be useful in enhancing

the quality and efficiency of their efforts.

For individuals directly involved with Commu-

nity Futures Committees, this is the approach

being advocated by the program because of its

close fit to program objectives and the success

that it has demonstrated in terms of local eco-

nomic development, community involvement,

community and organization capacity-building,

and enhancement of community social well

being. Training will therefore assist you in the

development of first and second generation

strategies.

Training in strategic planning will also improve

the clarity of vision and mission of the organi-

zation in which you are involved. The clarity

will increase the organization’s productivity

and, as many organizations have found, will

make being involved with them more enjoy-

able. The result will be stronger entrepreneurial

communities that put their ideas into action.

SPREADING THE WORD

This Handbook adds to the growing knowl-

edge about CED in Canada. As practitioners

and trainers in the field of CED we have a

constant need to “spread the word” as a way of

developing the field, the organizations, and the

individuals who are associated with it.

C H A P T E R 1
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C H A P T E R 2

Community Economic Development

W
here did community economic develop-

ment come from? Why is it being rec-

ommended? For many people who have

invested years of effort in community econo-

mies, the term “CED” may come as a bit of a

surprise. Isn’t that what we’ve already been

doing? How will we know when we are “really”

doing CED?

Community economic development is a “bot-

tom-up” (community-controlled) process of local

and regional revitalization. It is characterized by

community-wide involvement, the mobilization

of internal and external resources, human devel-

opment, and long-range planning. CED argues

that the economic and social well-being of a

community are too closely interconnected to be

handled separately. To be improved effectively,

both must be addressed at the same time.

CED hasn’t just sprung from somebody’s fore-

head. It is a relatively new perspective on eco-

nomic development which has arisen in

response to the failure of older approaches to

fully meet human needs. It seeks answers to

questions which hitherto have not been asked

of economic development, and in that sense, is

still taking shape.

By way of an in-depth definition of CED, this

chapter looks at the traditional approaches to

economic development taken by governments

and non-government organizations, and how

CED addresses their limitations. We examine

the ingredients essential to sound economic

development in a region or a single community.

Finally, we explain the components of a CED

strategy which can be used to build en-

trepreneurial communities in Canada’s rural

areas and smaller towns.

WHY ARE GOVERNMENTS &

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

INVOLVED IN THE ECONOMY?

They say war is “too important to be left up to

generals.” Likewise, most Canadians feel that

the economy is too important to be left solely

in the hands of private decision-makers.

There are two reasons for this. Firstly, Canadi-

ans believe that personal dilemmas can have

national repercussions. For instance, they con-

sider unacceptably high the current levels of

unemployment and underemployment, par-

ticularly among certain age, ethnic, and gender

groups. It is understood that unemployment

and underemployment not only impoverish the

individuals concerned, but take a toll on their

families, neighbours, and on the country as a

whole.

5



Secondly, collective local action is often the

most efficient method to achieve some social

and economic benefits. This is clearly demon-

strated with water, sewer, and parks systems,

and with the marketing of tourist opportunities

and downtown business areas. Similarly, it

often makes sense to carry out social and eco-

nomic development strategies at a regional

level, rather than merely the local level.

HOW LONG HAS THIS

INTERVENTION BEEN GOING ON?

Public or collective intervention in the econ-

omy is by no means new. Governments and

community organizations in Canada have been

doing it since Confederation. A few of the most

prominent examples are the CPR, the CNR, Air

Canada, Petro Canada, United Way,

YM\YWCA, and the CBC.

In the last half century, the federal govern-

ment’s instruments of intervention have in-

cluded the following:

❏ monetary policy (setting the money supply

and regulating exchange rates)

❏ fiscal policy (federal government spend-

ing on everything from new bridges to

education)

❏ federal-provincial revenue transfers for eco-

nomic development

❏ regional location of government offices

❏ subsidization of business development in

specific regions (through programs like

DRIE, DREE, ARDA and NEDP)

❏ local development initiatives (e.g., LEAP,

LEAD, and Community Futures)

Provinces have had a similar range of interven-

tion tools with the exception of monetary pol-

icy:

❏ fiscal policies (particularly for road, water,

and sewer projects)

❏ local development strategies (e.g., commu-

nity and business information services, ex-

port market research grants, entrepreneurial

training, and community bond programs)

Local governments have also played a signifi-

cant role. To attract new businesses and resi-

dents to their community, they often provide

❏ serviced industrial land

❏ local tax incentives

❏ community promotion material and staff

With or without government support, many

communities and non-government organiza-

tions have taken both economic and social

action to improve people’s well-being. Youth

entrepreneur training, waterfront develop-

ment, hiking trail development, basic literacy

training, special community or visitor events,

outdoor skill leadership, first aid, and co-opera-

tive marketing associations are just a few exam-

ples of this type of intervention.

Intervention is no anomaly. Numerous organi-

zations and levels of government—including

the federal government, through the Commu-

nity Futures Program—see the need to partici-

pate in the development of the local

community and the local economy.

C H A P T E R 2
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ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS FOR

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

For the economy of a city, town, or region to

develop, five ingredients are essential:

❏ Equity

❏ Loan Funds

❏ Human Development

❏ Infrastructure

❏ Planning and Research

In a community, a variety of individuals and

organizations may make it their business to

provide one or more of these ingredients.

(CFCs have the mandate to do all five.) As you

read through the list, consider the individuals

and organizations in your community that are

already providing them. You may also notice

that some of the essentials get scant attention,

while others are supplied in abundance.

For a local development strategy to succeed, it

is imperative that systems and organizations be

in place so that all five are readily available to

C o m m u n i t y E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t
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the community. When viewed in this light, the

five essential ingredients are really five essential

development functions:

Loan Funds

Loan funds must be

provided to help busi-

nesses to start up or ex-

pand. The businesses

may be individually

owned or may be con-

trolled by the commu-

nity. They may turn to a variety of sources to

secure the necessary financing: banks, credit

unions, individuals, and government programs

are among the best known. Money loaned to a

business is paid back with interest, generally on

a monthly basis.

Human Development

It is critical that

an area have an

education sys-

tem which trains

people to meet

local economic

needs and op-

portunities. This means more than schools;

some of the best training available is that which

occurs on the job.

In addition to technical skills, training is needed

to ensure that community members develop

the capacity to be business owners and manag-

ers, not to mention directors and staff members

of organizations involved in the community’s

economic development.

Equity

Vital to many business deals is access to invest-

ment capital or “equity”—people and organi-

zations who are willing

to take the risk to be-

come part owners of an

enterprise. In small

businesses, the inves-

tors may be the entre-

preneurs and their

family members or

friends.

In larger businesses, considerable equity may

be invested by banks, corporations, and com-

plete strangers. A lack of equity is a major

barrier to many people wanting to start a busi-

ness or community venture.

Infrastructure

Without community-based systems to supply

and maintain roads, water, electricity, tele-

phone, and sewers, en-

terprises must sustain

the costs of providing

these services on their

own. These added

costs deter new ven-

tures from making a

start in a community.

Other forms of support for development can

also be considered infrastructure. From a busi-

ness point of view, infrastructure includes such

things as the attitudes of residents and local

government, information services, and busi-

ness organizations—in short, the climate for

enterprise in a community.

C H A P T E R 2
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Planning and Research

People working in eco-

nomic development

have to have up-to-

date information about

the regional and local

economy. Community

statistics, sectoral ac-

tivity and key actors,

regulations, new opportunities, the human re-

source situation—all this and more must be

readily accessible and steadily replenished if

people are to have the facts they need to make

wise decisions. Each organization also needs

the research capacity to seek out new markets

and to create new products.

Finally, it is important to establish goals and

objectives for local economic development that

are realistic, given the regional economic situ-

ation. This requires an accurate interpretation

of the research for planning purposes.

Summary

It is not necessary that one organization per-

form all these functions. In order to secure the

greatest benefit for the community, however, it

is important for all five to be in some way

co-ordinated.

A CFC may find that it is the only organization

in the region with both the mandate and the

desire to carry out all five functions. In some

communities there may already be an organiza-

tion or two doing some of the work. The CFC

can then select a function which will mesh with

and enhance existing services, rather than over-

lap with them.

Other committees may decide to facilitate the

establishment of a new organization which in-

cludes members of all the local economic de-

velopment players. This may permit the

co-ordination of all their respective activities

and help an overall strategy to emerge.

These five essentials for local economic devel-

opment can appear in a variety of ways. How

they are developed and made available in a

specific community depends largely on the per-

spective used to encourage economic develop-

ment.

FIVE PERSPECTIVES ON LOCAL

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

There are several schools of thought about

what economic development is, what it is for,

and how it can help solve the problems of

distressed communities. How people view and

approach economic development depends

very much on the stake they have in the out-

come.

The point of view of the federal minister of

finance, for example, will differ substantially

from that of a recently laid-off miner or mill

worker with a family and mortgage.

Such things as where you live, what you do

for a living, how wealthy you are, and your

essential beliefs are all factors which influ-

ence attitude. In terms of economic develop-

ment, a person living in a community has a

much different view of the local economy

than has the owner of a large corporation

with a branch in the area.

C o m m u n i t y E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t
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Traditionally there have been five general per-

spectives on local economic development. We

will revieweachof theseandthen lookat theCED

approach.

Macro-Economic Perspective

“Let capital decide. When capital is allowed

to flow freely, it will be attracted to the com-

munities, regions, and businesses which offer

the best returns. This will build a strong econ-

omy by encouraging the survival of the best and

weeding out poor prospects. The amount of

capital available will grow and grow.”

This point of view is very attentive to the

productive, expanding parts of the economy.

The major criteria for decisions is the potential

return on investment. Communities and indus-

tries which do not offer high returns on invest-

ment get overlooked. The impact which this

approach may have on a community, its resi-

dents, or its environment, is not a considera-

tion. People are expected to move to other

areas and follow capital as it flows to more

promising places and industries. Good exam-

ples are the experiences of Alberta in the 1970s

Macro-Economic Perspective

C H A P T E R 2
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and southwestern Ontario in the 1980s. The

stream of people and capital which poured into

these active economies was reversed once the

economy went into decline.

Corporate Perspective

“What’s good for business is good for the

community. Business is the major player in the

economy. When business is successful and in-

creases its profit the whole community benefits

through jobs and local purchases. Things which

hinder business are bad for the community as

well.”

Communities today often have problems,

some of which require complicated decision-

making before solutions are found. Business

often sees problems as risks. Business focuses

on reducing risk and increasing profits. Conse-

quently they might abandon a location that is

seen as problematic. When a business leaves

the community it leaves behind the social and

economic costs to be dealt with by the commu-

nity. An example is the single resource based

communities that open and close with the

changes in international market forces.

RegionalSupportPerspective

“Let government decide. Federal and provin-

cial governments can promote economic activ-

ity in different regions of the country by

offering tax reductions, grants, loans, low-cost

serviced land, and other incentives to business

and industrial projects. Once a new industry or

business is established in a community, it will

stay there and continue to improve the local

economy.”

Some of these efforts have been successful.

There is also ample evidence that many of these

projects have failed soon after the effects of the

incentives terminate. Based on an assessment

using the macro-economic or corporate per-

spectives, the project is dissolved or relocated.

Corporate Perspective

RegionalSupportPerspective

C o m m u n i t y E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t
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Again the difficulties are inherited by the host

community. There are numerous Canadian exam-

ples of decentralizing business and industry into

areas that need economic development assistance,

including the Cape Breton steel industry.

Small Business Perspective

“Small is beautiful. Once people get their own

business up and running, communities will no

longer be so dependent on government support

or the success or failure of one or two large

industries. By focusing our efforts on helping

individuals start small businesses, jobs will be

created and income will be spent in the local area

which will help the whole community.”

The limitation of this perspective is that

small business cannot thrive just anywhere,

no matter how energetic the new owner may

be. A lot of support is needed and there must

be an adequate level of business potential,

credit, investment capital, skilled help, and

materialstoallowforsmallbusinesssuccess.In

many communities, the whole local economic

system is in need of repair, not just the private

lives and incomes of the residents. The small

business perspective needs to be part of an

overall economic recovery plan. In most com-

munities it is not an answer in itself. Examples

are found in single industry towns where there

are limited other alternatives when the main

industrycloses.

Town Planner Perspective

“Catch a rising star. Local government and

the business community can work together to

seek out and attract a large business or branch

plant to its industrial site. The community will

get new jobs, a bigger tax base, and more retail

activity. All this activity will help the commu-

nity pay for the needed infrastructure and there

will be plenty left over for new schools, parks,

roads, and programs.”

Small Business Perspective

Town Planner Perspective

C H A P T E R 2
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Competition for industry costs regional and

local governments a lot of time and money.

Communities have often tried to outdo each

other with streets, lighting, fully-serviced indus-

trial sites and other incentives. Often when one

community wins, the others lose. Even the

winner may find that the costs outweigh the

benefits over time as new social and environ-

mental factors become important. Large busi-

nesses which have been lured to an area often

continue to purchase their goods and services

outside the area. Many of the benefits that were

supposed to “trickle down” to the local econ-

omy end up elsewhere. Plus there is always the

threat that the business might move again.

This is an approach to local development that

must be carefully considered. Placed in the

context of an overall economic development

plan it can be a useful approach, particularly if

the potential problems are negotiated out of the

deal through a joint venture agreement which

provides clear benefits and some control to the

community.

LIMITATIONS OF THE

TRADITIONAL PERSPECTIVES

All five of these perspectives have successfully

inspired and guided local economic develop-

ment in Canada. They have made businesses,

jobs, and industries spring up in thousands of

communities across the country. Many of these

places, the “boom towns,” experienced heady

explosions of growth and wealth. Building on

the communities’ internal strengths, entrepre-

neurs, groups, and governments have carried

out the functions essential for local economic

development.

But each of these approaches imposes strict

limits as to who is going to participate in the

economic development process. As a conse-

quence, prosperity is strictly limited to specific

locations, in certain periods, and to certain

people. Why?

1. When the community as a whole does not

participate in developing strategies and mak-

ing decisions, a lot of people have no com-

mitment to a strategy’s implementation or

to its results. When difficulties arise, the

determination to see the initiative through is

lacking.

2. To get economic development happening at

the community level requires significant co-or-

dination of resources and collaboration of

people. Such mobilization and solidarity are

verydifficult toachieve ifpeoplehavenotbeen

involved in developing the strategies.

3. The traditional perspectives on economic

development tend to limit their objectives

to the economic realm. Yet it has become

clear that economic wants and needs cannot

be disentangled from social ones, so integral

is social health to economic health.

4. A strategy which few people “own” is difficult

to sustain over the passage of time. Strategies

lapse when leadership changes, because few

people share the old leaders’ commitment.

5. Years of research and practice indicate that

disadvantaged people adjust their situation

most rapidly when they have some control

over the development and implementation

C o m m u n i t y E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t
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of the solutions to local problems. Absent-

ing them from this role minimizes the impact

of the development initiatives. Yet history

shows that the very people whom local eco-

nomic development strategies target for im-

provement tend to remain spectators in the

whole undertaking, rather than actors.

In brief, the process of economic development

can be as beneficial to people as the product.

Local economic development agencies which,

through their exclusive decision-making, do

not use the process itself as a development tool

are missing opportunities to bring about real

change. They end up promoting community

strategies when they should be building them.

To maximize the impact of economic develop-

ment, it is necessary to use the process of

planning and implementing as means of build-

ing communities that are engaged, committed,

and skilled participants in their own change. It

is also important that an organization be estab-

lished to carry the strategy on through changes

in leadership and that can be proactive on

future issues.

To maximize the impact on such target groups

as the unemployed and underemployed, it is

critical that they are involved in the decision-

making process. Seeing things from a different

point of view, they are likely to define the

problem differently. They may even come up

with a more appropriate solution. A classic

example is the agency which tried to provide

better housing for a city’s low-income resi-

dents. The residents indicated that housing was

not the problem. Low income was. Rather than

better subsidized housing, they saw skill en-

hancement, including literacy training, as the

solution.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—

A BETTER METHOD

The process of involving people in planning

and implementing strategies so as to both ac-

complish tasks and develop the participants is

called community development. Community devel-

opment has the following attributes:

❏ It builds community decision-making skills

by assisting groups to make and implement

small decisions. Over time, people gain the

skills to handle larger decisions effectively.

Attempts to make community decisions

when the required skills are not present

disintegrates into the chaos often seen at

town hall meetings.

❏ It builds leadership skills for leaders such as

politicians, chief executive officers, and key

Attributes of the Community Development Process
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community leaders. It also builds the skills

of less prominent leaders such as staff,

board members, influential community

members, and the many people who run

everything from minor soccer to chess clubs

and seniors’ programs.

❏ It develops the capacity of organizations to

deal effectively with integrated social and

economic issues over the long term. Inte-

grated issues—crime, poverty, jobs, and

education, for example—need a forum and

organizational structure to be addressed

holistically and effectively.

❏ It enhances values and attitudes that encour-

age the mutual support and development of

community members, and that accept diver-

sity. In addition, the values and attitudes

encourage a community ethic that urges the

development of all members, rather than

just the elite.

If the goal of regional economic development

is to create healthier communities and individu-

als and to minimize poverty, then local eco-

nomic development strategies must make

community development part of their agenda.

INTEGRATION OF CD & LED

TO MAKE CED

When local economic development initiatives

are tempered with the process of community

development, a strategy moves from being one

of local economic development to one of com-

munity economic development.

Community economic development is a per-

spective which makes the community the fore-

most player in its own growth or renewal.

Communities can no longer rely on the actions

of powerful outsiders or a few resourceful in-

siders to meet economic and social needs.

From the CED standpoint, the community’s

dependence on the initiative and resources of

a select few people is part of the local dilemma.

What needs strengthening is the capacity of the

community’s members to plan and build an

economic future which suits their values, pri-

orities, and needs.

CED aims to turn residents into vigorous par-

ticipants in the local economy. It requires grass-

roots participation in the planning process. It

enables local people to mobilize and increase

their resources and capabilities. It clarifies

needs, and helps people to get and use govern-

ment resources to meet those needs. Tradi-

tional economic development, focusing as it

does on private enterprise alone, views com-

Making the CD-LED Connection
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munity benefits as a happy spin-off. In contrast,

CED takes as its starting point the need to

generate economic benefits which can contrib-

ute to a community’s social, cultural, political,

environmental, and general welfare.

The motives that can be harnessed to move the

community forward are more than purely eco-

nomic in the narrow sense. Developing jobs for

youth, struggling for the survival of a native

culture, helping the unemployed after a mill

closure, building housing with low-income

families, fostering community pride, expanding

community services—all are ways in which

communities have started down the road to

broader economic development.

Consider, for example, a strategy to develop

adventure tourism in a region. To turn the

conventional effort of an LED agency into a

CED strategy would require the participation

of a number of parties:

1. Businesses already involved in the adven-

ture tourism industry are needed to build

commitment to and understanding of the

market opportunity.

2. Communities near or in the areas targeted

for adventure tourism must be able to air

their insights and concerns before things get

underway.

3. Organizations that encourage the develop-

ment of outdoor skills for youth and

adults—Girl Guides and Boy Scouts, High

School outdoor programs, and recreation

department programs—will have informa-

tion about marketing and the skill level of

the human resource base.

The participation of these groups would be

designed to increase their ability to identify and

handle opportunities in the outdoor recreation

sector. The strategy would also encourage co-

operation among the players to maximize bene-

fits for each other, the industry, and the

communities involved.

The planning could be combined with a loan

fund and apprenticeship program for small

recreation businesses that could expand to em-

ploy new people. Training programs could be

established to foster co-operative, democratic

values and attitudes amongst staff, customers,

and the communities alike. The training and the

planning sessions, by gathering so many inter-

ested parties under one roof, might even help

The CED Perspective
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depolarize some of the region’s conflicts over

resource use.

Obviously, community economic develop-

ment is not the simplest way to develop a local

economy. But it does a much better job of

building integrated community health than the

other methods tried to date. It requires the

concerted effort of all sections of the commu-

nity. CED, in brief,

❏ sees the entire community as having a prob-

lem if it has individual residents who are

economically disadvantaged.

❏ works to improve the local environment for

business by developing the skills, attitudes,

organizations, and services which support

business investment and operations.

❏ encourages collective action by the commu-

nity to bring about needed improvements.

❏ pursues its goals in a planned and organized

way.

❏ links specific projects and initiatives to

broad economic priorities developed by the

community.

❏ encourages the creation of jobs and busi-

nesses which improve local productivity and

supply local needs.

❏ advocates government and corporate poli-

cies which reinvest capital and resources in

the regions in which they originate.

❏ creates local business and institutions which

keep cash and capital from leaking away

from the community.

❏ supports the growth of both community-

owned and privately-owned and operated

enterprises which promote local invest-

ment, employment, and training.

❏ integrates the economic concerns of the

community with social, cultural, and envi-

ronmental issues in order to effect maxi-

mum local impact.

CED, then, interweaves the functions essential

to local economic development and the princi-

ples of community development (see diagram,

page 15). The goal is to create an entrepreneurial

community which identifies problems and creates

solutions based on the needs of local people.

The qualities needed to begin making changes

at the community level are a positive attitude, a

commitment to planning and action, and a

desire for self-reliance.

CFCs have the mandate and the opportunity to

be key players in the CED process. The next

section looks at how organizations can develop

their capacity to promote real change in their

communities.

BUILDING ORGANIZATIONAL

CAPACITY—THE AIM OF CED

In the past few years, the growing awareness of

the limitations of national or provincial strate-

gies of economic intervention has led literally

hundreds of communities to start doing things

for themselves. Some efforts have been fo-

cused on a particular social problem, such as

housing or the needs of a disadvantaged group

in the community. Some have been motivated

by the closure of a mill or the slowdown of a

major industry. Others have concentrated on

developing new sectors like tourism or technol-
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ogy. In many places, the effort has moved to a

higher level with the introduction of a CED

process.

This transition generally requires the estab-

lishment of new organizations or the transfor-

mation of existing ones to meet new

responsibilities. It is the job of these commu-

nity economic development organizations

(CEDOs) to ensure that the essential functions

of local economic development are accessible

and that they reflect the principles and process

of community development. Job creation is no

longer enough; economic development must

empower people and increase local self-reli-

ance.

No organization becomes equal to such an

agenda overnight. CEDOs have to build sys-

tems, values, and skills which will enable them

and others to effectively channel people and

resources into ventures of varying size and

complexity. Some may be for-profit businesses;

others may be more accurately described as

projects or programs.

The process is gradual. Each undertaking is

designed to contribute to some degree to the

ability and willingness of staff, constituents, or

other community members to get ventures run-

ning and keep them running. Although the

assistance and advice of specialists is in steady

demand, people primarily learn by doing. The

insights and resources gained from one endeav-

our are invested in the next, more challenging

one, unleashing a “multiplier effect.” Over

time, the CEDO and the community as a whole

accumulates an ever-greater pool of leaders and

followers with organizational talent, as well as

technical skills. Persons who

❏ know how to divide up responsibilities.

❏ work smoothly with one another and out-

siders.

❏ make good decisions rapidly, carry them out

efficiently, and monitor them afterwards.

This body of talent, skill, and experience is

known as a community’s organizational ca-

pacity. It is the key measure of community

empowerment and self-reliance, and the distin-

guishing feature of the entrepreneurial commu-

nity. Building this capacity is the central theme

of CED.

6 COMPONENTS OF A CED STRATEGY

To make ventures mesh and dove-tail effi-

ciently takes more than just time. It takes sus-

tained, comprehensive planning on a level few

organizations are used to. CED is difficult to

imagine outside the framework of a strategy,

regularly revised and up-dated, which outlines
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who will be doing what, where they will do it,

when, and with what.

Think of CED as a kind of machine. When it

is working properly, organizational capacity is

both the machine’s main product, and the driv-

ing force behind it. Organizational capacity is

the center cog which is pushed along by, and in

turn pushes six other components:

❏ co-ordination

❏ organization development

❏ community participation

❏ LED development functions

❏ planning

❏ technical assistance

The Engine of Community Economic Development

A CED strategy works like an engine of economic renewal. It builds the local ability and will to organize through six types of

activity, which in turn are carried out more efficiently and effectively due to the gradual growth of local organizational capacity.
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An effective CED strategy will comprise all six

components. It will co-ordinate the activities of

CEDOs and other organizations. It will indi-

cate how CEDOs will train their staffs and

ensure general participation in fundamental de-

cision-making. It will lay out how the essential

ingredients for economic development will be

made accessible locally. It will highlight the

points at which the assistance of specialists

will be required. Due to the scale of the

planning involved, the strategy will even in-

clude plans for planning itself. Let us con-

sider each of the components of CED

planning in greater detail.

Co-ordination

The co-ordina-

tion of efforts

sets a CED ap-

proach to devel-

opment apart

from one in

which everyone

just works individually. In order to increase the

effectiveness of economic development activ-

ity in a community, a CEDO works toward an

integration of energy and resources.

Bringing people together for the betterment of

the whole community is an honourable under-

taking. However, because it involves people it

also involves politics. The people you invite to

co-operate together will come to the table with:

❏ particular roles, differing status, and individ-

ual histories

❏ varying levels of financial and other resources

❏ different types of legitimacy (e.g., some

elected officials, some ordinary citizens)

❏ widely varying expectations

❏ an array of constituencies (e.g., women’s

issues, small business interests, environ-

mental concerns, heritage preservation

needs)

❏ varying degrees of commitment and pre-

dictability

Because CED has to do with change, it takes

time for the key players to begin to trust each

other. They may well have to negotiate their

way through conflicts which have hampered

co-operation for years.

Because CED involves local groups and leaders

who try not just to cope with change, but

actively to promote and encourage change, a sharing

or transfer of power is very likely. Established

and emerging power bases will jockey for posi-

tion. Established authorities such as a city or

Band council, senior levels of government, and

other established agencies may not wish to

acknowledge the legitimacy of new organiza-

tions and groups. The power shift will be a

sensitive process which requires skilled facili-

tating. Strategic planning (see Chapter 3) pro-

vides a method for approaching such

transitions.

The early stages of a CED strategy will have to

get influential community groups and organi-

zations to begin to collaborate. This may in-

volve activities which do not threaten their

perception of private “turf” to any great degree.

For example, a CFC might begin by forming a

committee concerned with training in the com-
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munity. Working together, the CFC, public and

private training facilities, local business, and

labour might devise a plan to ensure that the

training provided by each group fits the needs

of the community.

Another aspect of co-ordination is the devel-

opment of partnerships among the key players.

This is a more sophisticated level of collabora-

tion, demanding additional trust and commit-

ment. Partnerships connote joint action.

Resources are pooled, and moreover a set of

decisions and actions are undertaken together

in order to achieve collectively-defined goals.

This is the beginning of a rationalizing of local

resources and the sharing of “turf.” This means

that scarce resources are beginning to be put to

better use by reducing duplication.

For a CFC it is important that a high level of

co-operation and information-sharing occur

with the other organizations in the community.

Once this is achieved, the stage is set for col-

laborative efforts and the formation of partner-

ships which are based on real community needs

and on informed decisions about what is in the

best interest of the community as a whole. A

CEDO can begin by taking a lead in developing

a co-ordinated approach to economic develop-

ment.

Organization Development

While co-ordinating and rationalizing existing

activities in the community, the CEDO will

become aware of the wide range of groups

which have a stake in economic affairs. In

addition to such formal organizations as the

chambers of commerce, local government, la-

bour unions, and churches, there are people

who meet informally to pursue a special interest

or to lobby for a particular goal.

As the CEDO develops, it must ensure that a

broad range of interested organizations and

points of view are represented in its internal plan-

ning and decision-making process. Unless the

CEDO truly represents the community it will

have difficulty or-

ganizing an ef-

fective CED

process. Organ-

izers need to be

pro-active and

ask themselves

these questions:

❏ How representative and inclusive are our

membership and board of directors?

❏ What other organizations should be in-

volved?

❏ What additional resources are needed to

ensure that the planning and implementa-

tion stages of the process will be successful?

❏ Who can we involve to obtain these re-

sources?

❏ With whom can we collaborate to ensure

that the less advantaged groups in our com-

munity will participate?

❏ How have we made sure all sectors of the

economy are taking part (tourism, retail,

primary industries, manufacturing, etc.)?

❏ Which organizations must be involved to

ensure a reasonable level of political support

for the process?
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❏ Who represents the third economic sector

(volunteers, household workers, the barter

economy)?

❏ Are there sectors or community members

who will not be represented by any formal

or informal group? How can their needs be

addressed?

Founders of a CEDO also need to know about

the community’s organizational climate. A his-

torical assessment of inter-organizational co-

operation and collaboration is needed. You will

need to determine if there is a record of success

in this area, or if you are breaking new ground.

Here are some key questions:

❏ Are there already groups working together

for economic change?

❏ What lessons have been learned from pre-

vious collaborations?

❏ Which organizations are in conflict?

❏ Is there room for resolution in the context

of a community-wide economic develop-

ment initiative?

❏ Are some successful, dynamic organizations

already blazing trails and providing leader-

ship?

Having identified the important players and

assessed the climate for organizational co-op-

eration, you will be able to determine the meas-

ures required to build a strong network of

support for your CEDO and for the CED

process.

The CEDO needs to be visible and recognized

in the community in order to be effective. This

requires a formal structure. The organization

must have terms of reference or a mandate under

which to operate. This is often translated into

a formal mission statement. Clear roles, responsi-

bilities, authorities, and accountability are as-

signed. The CEDO obtains its legitimacy from

the community, and this is formalized through

its structure. To be successful, the CEDO must

be truly representative of the needs, desires,

and resources of the community.

Given strong and relevant community connec-

tions, the CEDO can develop a capacity for

taking initiative in the CED process. Respect

and support is generally gained over time by

developing a reputation for getting things done

and setting an example of what is possible. This

requires the identification and development of

strong leadership both within the CEDO and

in the community.

A great deal of talent very likely exists already.

In order to make constructive use of the exist-

ing skills it is important to clearly specify what

needs to be achieved and then to identify the

best person or group for the job. Providing

relevant training for community leaders and for

the volunteers and staff of the CEDO is essen-

tial for the growth of the CED process.

Community Participation

The CED process is founded on a genuine

process of involving people at the local level in

shaping their own economic future. This re-

quires considerable time and effort on the part

of the CEDO in order to achieve a strong

agreement about what the real needs and ideas

of the community are.
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This process can easily be sidetracked by

politicians, bureaucrats, and special interest

groups who are in a hurry to advance their

agenda. Often the idea of community in-

volvement is interpreted as simply providing

information to the community about what

dec i s ions are

being taken by a

powerful few.

Truecommunity

participation di-

rectlyinvolvesall

the stakeholders

in the process

from the begin-

ning: consulting with them on their needs and

priorities; inviting them to join the initiative as

realpartners; and transferringcontrol to them.

Theprocessshouldbedesignedtofacilitatethe

empowerment of the community members so

that they can take charge of the agenda them-

selves.

There are many groups in the community who

will not automatically become involved. Some will

find the subjectmatter intimidating.Otherswould

not normally be invited or would have significant

barriers to overcome even to respond to an invi-

tation. The CEDO needs to take the time to

recruit a wide variety of people and then orient

them to the process in a way that can allow

them to participate comfortably.

It is easy to identify and involve many of the

key players necessary for a community consult-

ation on economic matters. It takes a bit more

effort to ensure that all sectors of the commu-

nity are truly represented. A special effort to

ensure that women and cultural minority

groups are involved in an equitable way is

important. It is also crucial that low-income

groups, elderly residents, persons with disabili-

ties, and youth are represented. These are

groups with high stakes in the outcome who are

often overlooked.

Development Functions

The five func-

tions which are

essential for lo-

cal economic de-

velopment to

occur are an im-

portant part of

the work of a

CEDO. Loan

funds, equity investments, human develop-

ment, infrastructure, and planning and research

must all be provided if new economic develop-

ment is to occur.

In the case of a CFC, all these functions can be

part of the mandate. It is important, however,

to ensure that they be integrated into the overall

strategy developed through the CED process.

Through co-operation and collaboration with

other organizations in the community, maxi-

mum impact can be achieved.

Enterprise is the key to community economic

development. It creates new institutions and

the wealth and activities needed to advance the

community’s quality of life. Individual entre-

preneurs are needed to start businesses, and

existing businesses can expand if they adapt to

change and continue to innovate. This process
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is made considerably easier if the whole com-

munity and the organizations in it also have an

entrepreneurial attitude and welcome creativ-

ity, innovation, and calculated risk-taking.

Communities which develop such an attitude

are much more likely to generate local business

and related ventures. The CEDO works to

provide support both for private business de-

velopment and for community-based enter-

prise development. Basic planning and research

is carried out to provide the critical information

needed for economic development, and finan-

cial resources are coordinated to achieve the

best return for the community. A positive “cli-

mate for enterprise” is an important part of what

a community can offer to encourage economic

change. From this can spring a willingness to

provide the physical infrastructure which is also

important.

The resources of a CFC can provide an impor-

tant base for enterprise development in the

community.

Expertise in community research and business

planning can be brought together to identify

potential opportunities, conduct feasibility

studies, and analyze the financial requirements

and benefits. This goes beyond reviewing ap-

plications for assistance from individuals and

groups in the community. It means being pro-

active—developing plans for new ventures

which have a potential for viability in the com-

munity and actively promoting their implemen-

tation. This is an essential part of the function

of a CEDO.

The development of human resources in a com-

munity is also essential to the CED process. By

paying attention to the existing skills and train-

ing needs of the people who live in the area it

is possible to ensure that the opportunities

which are identified and developed actually

benefit residents of the community. The func-

tion of the CEDO in this area begins with

up-to-date information about the labour re-

sources that already exist. This allows the actual

skills base of the community to become one of

the factors used when assessing potential op-

portunities. Beyond this, it is essential that skill

requirements needed to develop other oppor-

tunities be assessed and training programs be

designed to conform with the real needs of the

community.

Other important human resources in the

economic development process include cur-

rent business owners and managers who can

be involved in the development of new en-

terprises. It is now widely recognized that a

significant share of new economic develop-

ment originates with existing business own-

ers and managers. By knowing what skills,

qualities, and interests already exist, it will be

possible to tie potential projects to commu-

nity skills.

Identifying potential entrepreneurs is another

matter. The CEDO wants to develop the po-

tential of the whole community to help in the

enterprise development process. From infor-

mation gathered in the community, it is possi-

ble to identify specific groups who are

under-represented. This sort of analysis leads

to the development of strategies for training

aimed at specific groups or segments of the
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population (home-based businesses, women,

youth, the disabled, etc.).

The active CEDO ensures that all the func-

tions needed for economic development are

available and also uses its resources to pro-

mote new opportunities and co-ordinate the

efforts of others. Financial resources and

training plans are connected to viable oppor-

tunities. The CEDO promotes a climate of

entrepreneurship across the whole commu-

nity, and it advocates for relevant infrastruc-

ture improvements.

Planning

Planning and re-

search are in ef-

fect the “eyes”

and “ears” of the

local economic

players, whether

entrepreneurs,

corporations, or

community-based ventures. Developing the

capacity to plan in a sustained and comprehen-

sive fashion, however, is also key to the success

of a CED strategy.

Without systematic planning a CEDO does

not have the opportunity to develop and

implement an integrated approach to CED.

It has to know how to interweave initiatives

in community participation, organizational

development, and in LED ventures, monitor

them, and modify them as the situation re-

quires.

But a capacity to plan is also required at the

community level so that people in general are

clear about what their future can or will be like.

CEDOs often initiate community level plan-

ning processes as a first step in the CED proc-

ess to clarify what the community needs are and

what development functions are needed to as-

sist them.

A method of planning called “strategic plan-

ning” is often advocated by CED practitioners.

It maximizes the input and value of planning

while creating ample opportunity for solid

community involvement. This is the planning

process advocated by the Community Futures

Program. Chapter 3 explains the strategic plan-

ning process in some detail.

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance refers to the accessibility

and quality of outside resources (e.g.. consult-

ants, advisors, trainers) that can be utilized to

assist the CED

process . Key

points in the

process where

technical assis-

tance is often

crucial are listed

below.

❏ Introductory training in CED planning

❏ Assessment of CEDO organizational ca-

pacity and basic management systems

❏ Assistance in work planning for economic

development and integration of develop-

ment planning into the overall CEDO func-

tions
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❏ Assistance in establishing key policies such

as goals, the mandates of CEDOs, and the

formulation of venture selection criteria

❏ Feasibility studies, business planning, and

financial packaging

❏ Legal issues

❏ Systems for monitoring the planning and

implementation of ventures, including busi-

ness “aftercare” (trouble-shooting and

problem-solving)

In instances where communities do not have

any significant experience in economic devel-

opment, the absence of technical assistance can

be a serious obstacle to success. Similarly, tech-

nical assistance may be crucial when entrepre-

neurs have an idea, but lack the training or

experience to do the analysis and planning

which will translate a concept into a reality.

Competent, effective technical assistance will

be structured to transfer skills to the person or

community concerned. It will not feature, for

example, an outside agent who performs ven-

ture development research and planning with-

out the direct involvement of the client.

CONCLUSION

Government at all levels and community or-

ganizations have been intervening in social and

economic situations in Canada for generations.

More recently, their interventions have been

intended to improve the social and economic

conditions in regions that are experiencing high

levels of unemployment and underemploy-

ment.

Local economic development strategies are be-

ing implemented in most parts of the country,

providing some or all of the key ingredients of

LED. The various ways in which these ingredi-

ents are provided can be largely summarized in

terms of five “traditional” perspectives on eco-

nomic development. Their limitations have

given rise in recent years to a sixth, “bottom-

up” perspective, known as community eco-

nomic development. CED blends LED

strategies with the process of community de-

velopment. Through careful, sustained plan-

ning, initiatives in the fields of community-level

co-ordination, community participation, or-

ganization development, and services essential

to entrepreneurial activity are firmly inter-

woven. Resources are allocated to achieve the

greatest long-term pay-off in terms of local

self-reliance and development.

CED strategies maximize the impact of local

economic development by using the planningand

implementing process to spur human and organi-

zation development. Active participation, from

the initial generation of ideas right through to the

day-to-day operations of a project or enterprise,

builds the community-wide strength needed to

sustain entrepreneurial action.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

T
he term strategy comes from a Greek word

meaning “the art of the general.” Military

commanders make day-to-day decisions with a

larger plan in mind; this larger plan, or strategy,

explains how their forces will achieve some

ultimate goal. Nowadays, civilians use the word

to describe any orderly, thoughtful approach to

a problem in order to achieve a specific result.

Strategic planning (or as some say, strategic think-

ing) is a decision-making process that focuses

an organization’s attention on the most impor-

tant issues and on how best to resolve them

with scarce resources.

Fundamentally, strategic planning envisages a

desired future, and realistically assesses present

opportunities and constraints; then, through

clear-headed decision-making, it indicates how

you can move from where you are to where you

want to be.

Such planning involves making choices:

❏ What shall be the mission (purpose) of the

organization? What primary goals will it pur-

sue?

❏ What strategy (or strategies) will it employ to

accomplish the mission?

❏ What actions will it take to reach these goals?

WHY BOTHER?

Strategic planning assumes people’s decisions

can affect what happens to them in the future.

People and communities, in other words, can

make a difference.

This is an important assumption. It chal-

lenges the fatalistic view that communities

have no power, no resources, and can do

nothing to help themselves. By contrast, stra-

tegic planning implies hope. It promotes a

deliberate effort to shape solutions to the

issues and difficulties which communities

and organizations encounter.

There are several other specific reasons why

organizations engage in strategic planning.

To Stimulate Forward Thinking

& Clarify Future Direction

Leadership and staff can become so involved

with day-to-day issues that the organization

loses all sense of mission and direction. Stra-

tegic planning can force new thinking, reveal

new opportunities and threats, and lead to a

clarification of and re-commitment to the

organization’s mission. For wandering or-

ganizations, strategic planning can provide

the rudder which members need to restore

their sense of direction.
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To Improve Performance

Studies have consistently shown that visioning,

planning, and goal-setting can have a positive

effect on organizational performance. CEDOs

are challenged to direct resources in ways which

minimize investment risk and maximize possi-

ble benefits to their members. This is difficult

to do without formal planning. Even with busi-

nesses, studies show that those with strategic

plans out-perform counterparts that run “by

the seat of their pants.”

To Build Teamwork and Expertise

Successful strategic planning for an organi-

zation is not done by a backroom consult-

an t . The wise organ iza t ion bu i lds a

planning team which includes key staff and

board members and perhaps others who

plan and implement the

planningprocess.People

noton the teamarecalled

upon during the process

toprovideinputalongthe

way. Their input adds to

theplanandbuildsunder-

standingandcommitment

at thesametime.

When done well, the plan-

ning process itself offers

several benefits: improved

knowledge of the organi-

zation and what it must

contend with; better com-

munications across the or-

ganizat ion; improved

managerial skills; and in-

creased commitment to accomplishing the or-

ganization’s mission and goals.

To INFLUENCE rather than BE Influenced

With today’s pressures on development organi-

zations, leaders often feel less like “movers and

shakers” and more like “the moved and the

shaken.” To have a future, an organization to

some extent has to create one, influencing

events to suit the path which the organization

has chosen to take.

To Meet Others’ Requirements

Some funders require organizations to have a

plan in place as a condition of financial support.

A strategic plan can be a good communication

and marketing tool with such groups.
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MAIN STEPS OF STRATEGIC

PLANNING IN BRIEF

Strategic planning comprises the following steps:

1. The community expresses its vision of the

future. Visioning is holistic, that is, it clarifies

what is desired in political, economic, social,

as well as cultural terms. This process helps

clarify key community values and develop-

ment principles.

2. The community helps identify the internal

and external obstacles which keep the vision

from becoming a reality. Community mem-

bers also point out the strengths that can

serve as a basis for overcoming these con-

straints.

3. With a vision and assessment of constraints

drawn up, the community planning team

can draft an initial mission statement. This

statement sets out what part of the vision a

CEDO will undertake. In other words, it

sets out the purpose and main functions of

the CEDO in the effort to make the vision

a reality.

4. Situation analysis identifies and assesses

the key strengths and weaknesses of the

CEDO, as well as external opportunities

and threats that could influence the

CEDO’s performance of the drafted mis-

sion. This analysis of the CEDO’s environ-

ment also serves as a background to all

further steps.

5. Various ways to carry out the mission are

examined. One of these strategic options, or

some combination of options, is then se-

lected as the basis for further planning.

6. The mission statement is refined and

completed, especially the explanation of

how the organization is to carry out its

function.

7. Strategic goals are established for the or-

ganization’s actions over the next 5 years.

8. Each strategic goal is broken down into a

series of specific objectives—the first step

in “operational planning.”

9. Action plans and budgets are completed

and implementation begins.

10.The CEDO’s performance is regularly

monitored. Its progress and changes in its

environment are subject to annual assess-

ment. Given the results of these evaluations,

revisions to goals and objectives will be con-

sidered, “steering” theorganization towards its

mission and the community vision.

THE VISION

The vision gives the community’s development

an overall philosophy and direction. Visioning

is a process as well as a product. Consider the

following:

Most people have experienced education as a

way to learn about reality “as it is,” not as it

could or should be. As a result, learning how to

imagine and create change is difficult. This is

still more pronounced in societies that encour-

age people to think only in individual terms.

There are not many models around that tell us

how to build people’s dreams and values into
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the learning process, especially when that proc-

ess is a collective undertaking.

The most important result of a visioning proc-

ess is that it fosters and shapes the community

commitment to the long haul. Change is not

easy. Common values, hopes, and desires,

when made explicit, create the basis for a

shared belief in the community’s future. From

this can spring the commitment and energy

required to sustain a development process.

Fundamentally, the vision is a rallying cry; it binds

people into a conspiracy to succeed.

What is in a Vision?

The vision expresses what members of a com-

munity want their community to be like in the

future. It imagines the way of life of future

generations (twenty years from the present),

were the community to achieve everything it

wanted.

Remember that a vision is not a plan. It is the

projection by people of an image of their com-

munity’s future, a portrait of their desired qual-

ity of life. For organizations taking a holistic

approach to development planning, the vision

should at minimum reflect the community’s idea of

the future political, economic, social, and cul-

tural/spiritual conditions it desires.

The Vision is a portrait—not a plan. Community or membership participation is crucial in

the making of the vision.

The vision generates community energy &

commitment to a process of change.
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From the process and the product of visioning

it should be possible to distil values and princi-

ples that can serve as a central reference point

throughout the strategic planning process. The

results of subsequent stages of planning will

always be assessed for their consistency with

the overall vision.

How is the Vision Developed?

Visioning should not be done in the back room

by bureaucrats or by a hired consultant. Com-

munity participation is very important to creat-

ing a vision and should be encouraged. It

permits the community to exercise some con-

trol over the planning process and to feel that

their own values and priorities are being ex-

pressed, rather than somebody else’s. It also

provides a great environment for education

about what other people in the community

think.

MISSION STATEMENT

The mission is developed by the planning team

of the organization and then is ratified by the

community. The mission names the main func-

tions, products, or services the organization is

to provide, and to whom it will be provided.

The mission then goes on to outline how the

organization will fulfil this role. All in 100

words or less!

When putting together a mission statement for

an organization, be sure to answer three pri-

mary questions, better known as the what, the

who, and the how:

1. What function does this organization per-

form?

2. For whom does the organization perform this

function?

3. How does this organization go about per-

forming this function?

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Assessing the internal conditions of the com-

munity and the external factors affecting com-

munity interests is a process called situation

analysis. For new organizations, situation analy-

sis involves a deliberate effort to

❏ gather information.

❏ summarize key facts in an easily understood

format.

❏ identify major issues or changes in the envi-

ronment.

Writing a mission statement is like

going to a smorgasbord.

Take too much, & you weigh your organization

down. Take too little, & you miss out.
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❏ identify gaps in service that need filling,

opportunities to be seized, or problems to

overcome.

This process of keeping in touch with what’s

happening is a regular part of the job of any

effective organization. The strategic planning

process for mature organizations consequently

requires less data gathering. With experience,

people can identify key facts and issues much

more readily than they could before. This ha-

bitual awareness helps the organization get the

most from its limited resources. It influences

all aspects of planning and decision-making.

The organization is not just planning strategi-

cally, it’s thinking strategically.

The specific information required by an organi-

zation depends on the job it has been asked to

do, and the setting in which it is supposed to

do it.

Some think their community is so remote, or

its intentions are so unusual, that there’s no data

around to gather. But there are incredible

amounts of detailed information and statistics

about every topic and region imaginable avail-

able from a variety of sources. It is important

not to get buried in the details. Instead, try to

sort out key facts.

If people are unsure which facts deserve atten-

tion, apply a rule of thumb. Information is

wanted on the internal strengths and weak-

nesses which will help or hinder the organiza-

tion as it encounters external opportunities

and threats—in other words, Strengths, Weak-

nesses, Opportunities, and Threats, or SWOT

for short. A rough and ready assessment of a

s i tuat ion is sometimes cal led just

that—“SWOT analysis.”

The analysis needs to cover the economic,

social, spiritual/cultural, and political/organ-

izational aspects that are represented in the

region. This is the place to identify the character

of the region. What are people and the land-

scape like? How could that be built on? Two

regions with similar physical surroundings

could be occupied by very different mixes of

people with different values and cultures.

Building economies in the two areas will require

at least different approaches and possibly dif-

ferent strategies.

Some surprises are pleasant—others can be

lethal. Know your situation.
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Knowing Your Capacity:
The Internal Assessment

First of all, an organization must know what it has

to work with. This involves an analysis of the

community itself, the existing organization, and

other organizations in the community.

❏ What strengths and weaknesses are there in

the organization’s physical, financial, and

human resources?

❏ What experience, reputation, and assets has

it to build on?

❏ Which community needs fall within the or-

ganization’s field of interest?

❏ What experience (education, work, and life)

do community members have to build on?

❏ What other community assets and resources

are available?

❏ What specific program or project ideas and

interests does the community have?

Assessing the External Environment

If a new organization is under consideration,

build into the situation analysis as much infor-

mation as possible about the opportunities and

threats lurking in its surroundings. A great deal

of economic information is available through

government offices and other agencies. CFCs,

economic development offices of provincial

and municipal governments, and trade associa-

tions have both raw statistics and summaries

and analyses of regional economic sectors.

Studies of trends and future opportunities have

been done for many areas. The planning team

members have to gather this information, re-

view it, and summarize the essential points.

Like the visioning process, the situation analy-

sis is likely to stimulate a lot of ideas and

demands for action. A CEDO may well find

itself called upon to build the local economy in

a wide variety of ways. Some may recommend

that it develop human resources, while others

insist that it promote small businesses, or that

it launch and manage enterprises itself.

STRATEGIC OPTIONS

The planning team could face some tough de-

cisions. Which tasks deserve top priority? (e.g.

If human resource development received pri-

ority, would business investment be hindered?)

How many tasks can one organization realisti-

cally take on? (e.g. Should it handle joint ven-

tures as well as human resource planning and

life skills?) What organizational structure will

best support the job to be done?

To the practitioner of community economic

development, however, these questions are in-

dicative of another, greater issue: How can the

organization best contribute to the commu-

nity’s economic self-determination? That is the

issue to be broached at this stage of the strategic

planning process. Its resolution will enable the

planning team to return to the draft mission

statement and invest it with greater precision

and effectiveness.

Working through the choice of a strategic op-

tion also helps people to recognize that they

cannot do everything. No organization has bot-

tomless pockets. Each has limited time, talent,
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and resources with which to work. To be ef-

fective in working towards the community

vision, an organization must focus its effort.

Determining a strategic option indicates

which things the organization will not do, and

instead must be done at a later time or by

somebody else.

Elements of a Strategy

In order to define possible strategies, the plan-

ning team should consider three elements of

any strategic approach. These are the function

or role to be played, the target or focus of this

effort, and the approach or way in which this

role will be played.

The first element of a strategy is a definition of

a function or role. The five main functional areas

in CED are the basis for defining the role or

roles the organization will fulfil for the commu-

nity.

❏ planning and research

❏ loan funds

❏ equity

❏ training

❏ infrastructure

A strategic approach to each of these functions

would further define the specific way in which

this role should be focused for this community.

Targets could include specific geographic areas

within the region or specific groups of people

(youth, for example) which have been identi-

fied. It could also be defined in terms of par-

ticular methods of providing that role. For

CFCs this could include an examination of the

various programs that they have access to and

what other organizations are already providing.

Examples could include the following:

❏ A lending strategy which uses the collective

security of the “lending circle” to provide

very small start-up loans to contractors in

the forestry and tourist service sectors.

❏ An investment strategy which taps local

pension funds and community bonds to

gain some community ownership in major

resource developments in the region.

❏ An employment strategy which uses the up-

grading of housing and community facilities to

create jobs in the building trades and opportu-

nities for local contractors.

Choosing a Strategic Option
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❏ A young peoples’ training strategy which

integrates life skills with job experience pro-

grams supported by local businesses.

❏ A strategy to develop a local development

plan by providing a source of accurate infor-

mation on the local economy and forums

for sharing plans and ideas.

To complete the definition of a strategy the

planning team should consider what the strat-

egy would require if a CED approach were to be

followed. This would mean considering aspects of

a CED approach in addition to the functional

delivery elements of the strategy, such as:

❏ How is the organization to be developed to

provide long term capacity in this role?

What policy and organizational work needs

to be considered?

❏ How is this strategy to be co-ordinated with

others? Who should we ally with in aspects

of this strategy?

❏ How is the community going to be involved

in guiding and understanding this strategy?

❏ How does the strategy build the human base

of the community?

How Do We Choose?

The most difficult part of the strategic planning

process is choosing a strategic option. Making

a commitment to one strategic option and leav-

ing the rest to other organizations. There is no

technical way to determine the “best” way to

undertake economic development. It is a mat-

ter of judgment. But the decision must be firm.

It is the point where the following factors must

be weighed and mixed:

❏ activities of other organizations

❏ target group requirements

❏ local and/or regional opportunities

❏ the availability of resources

❏ the values and desires expressed in the com-

munity vision

STRATEGIC GOALS

This is a set of usually 6-10 short statements of

what medium-term (4-5 years) results are ex-

pected from the selected strategy. Each goal

should describe one clear achievement, state of

affairs, or physical or organizational structure to

have in place in 4-5 years without saying how it

will be done. Here are two examples:

To have a vision statement, principles,

and priorities for economic development

which reflect a broad consensus of the

Strategic goals launch the organization

into the great, wide world.
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community and is used by all develop-

ment agencies as a basis for planning.

or

To have local pools of loan funds avail-

able and easily accessible in the commu-

nity sufficient to meet the starting and

expansion needs of local entrepreneurs.

Goals need to clearly state the direction that has

been chosen. People reviewing the strategic

plan need to be able to easily understand the

direction that has been selected, and be able to

quickly assess if a project or proposal falls

within one of the goals.

OPERATIONAL PLANS

Operational planning organizes people, things,

and money to complete the job assigned by the

strategic goals.

Briefly, an operational plan defines objectives;

designs (or re-designs) the organization re-

quired to meet the objectives; identifies what

needs to be done to reach each objective (action

planning); estimates the dollars and other re-

sources required to get the job done (budget-

ing); and establishes indicators that show when

objectives have been reached.

Objectives must clearly state what will be done

by when and by whom. They need to provide

very clear direction for those who are going to

implement the plan.

The following are examples of objectives for

establishing outdoor recreation businesses:

To have the local outdoor training school

successfully graduate six students from

the Level 1 training by September next

year.

To have the loan agency provide micro

loans to three outdoor recreation busi-

nesses by the end of the year.

To have the coordinator complete an

inventory of all small businesses in the

outdoor field in the region in the next

three months.

Once these types of objectives are set, it is time

to prepare the remainder of the operational

plan. It will clearly specify what will be done,

what resources are needed, when they are

needed, and where they will come from.

If strategic planning is to bear fruit, each step has to

grow from the one preceding, so that all express

people’s desires & intentions for the future.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT?

Strategic planning, from developing the vision to

preparing the operational plan, needs to be carried

out by a variety of groups. A planning team needs

to plan and guide the process. The vision, the

preliminary assessment of constraints, and the

first draft of the mission are best done with the

participation of a wide variety of organization or

community members. All the stakeholders need

to be involved in these early stages.

The situation analysis is another step which

needs to be done by a variety of people who

have commitment to the organization and its

development. Pulling the analysis together is

another activity that can involve the wide mem-

bership. Once this is completed then the plan-

ning team usually needs to prepare the strategic

options. Approval of the option(s) is the re-

sponsibility of the governing body of the or-

ganization.

Table 1: WHO DOES WHAT?

Planning to Plan
Senior staff and key board members (may involve outside
technical assistance). Results in formation of a planning team.

Vision and Constraints
Planning team and board members. Broad community
participation is recommended.

Mission Formulation
Planning team and board. Review by broader membership is
recommended.

Situation Analysis Planning team with staff and technical support.

Strategy Options &
Mission Completion

Planning team. Review by membership desirable. Board
approval required.

Goal Setting
Planning team. Approval by board. Communicate results to
membership.

Objective Setting
Senior staff and/or program staff. Planning committee review.
Board approval.

Action Planning Staff.

Implementation Staff.

Monitoring &
Evaluation

Board and staff.
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Goal- and objective-setting are the last stages

where the board, with the assistance of the plan-

ning team, should be involved. Beyond that the

staff need to prepare the operational plans. The

staff are hired to know the field. They know how

to get things done and what levelof costs and time

are involved. Their operational plans are usually

approved by the governing body. Good opera-

tional plans are easy to read and easy to monitor.

It is the role of the CEO to monitor the plans of

the staff. It is the role of the board to monitor the

progress of the organization along its strategic

plans. In organizations with limited staff (e.g.,

CFCs, business development centres, Chambers

of Commerce, and economic commissions) op-

erational plans are often approved and monitored

by the governing body.

STRATEGIC PLANNING IS

NOT FOR EVERYONE

Strategic planning may not be what your or-

ganization wants to do. Firstly, it is time- and

resource-consuming, requiring input from sen-

ior staff and board members who may already

be overbooked. Secondly, your organization

may be so quick on its feet that it can operate

effectively without a written plan. Some man-

agers prefer a plan which they carry around “in

their heads,” because it constrains their creativ-

ity less. Thirdly, you may not be committed to

follow the plan that you make. But for organi-

zations which have volunteers as the governing

body, and perform a wide variety of activities
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in a complex environment, a strategic plan can

be extremely helpful.

SUMMARY

Strategic planning, from deciding to plan

through to operational plans, is a process that

involves people and requires tough choices to

be made. Strategic planning brings in the rele-

vant factors and prepares strategies to deal with

key issues. The process of preparing the plan

brings participants on board by building under-

standing and commitment to the plan.

Errors are still made and objectives at times are

not reached, but the direction is clear and an

organization’s governing body can clearly see

what has been accomplished and what has not.

Having a strategic plan makes it easier to moni-

tor progress and correct errors in judgment.

With a little creativity, people can even have fun

doing it!
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C H A P T E R 4

THE LINK BETWEEN CED & SP

P
lanning is integral to CED. Strategic planning

(SP) is a planning process that meets the

needs of CED and adapts well to the involvement

of large numbers of community members.

The difference between these two important

areas of learning is sometimes confusing. It

might be easier to think of CED as a philoso-

phy, perspective, or approach to local eco-

nomic development, while SP is a set of tools

that can help organize and improve the work

that is done. The first (CED) helps to clarify

the thinking about what should be done, and the

second (SP) helps to understand how to do it

more effectively. Once a clear idea of what the

CED process is has been established, then

strategic planning methods can be used to help

do it. SP is an important part of the work of a

CED organization.

An example of using strategic planning in a

CED strategy, that uses Community Develop-

ment methods, is to get a wide variety of com-

munity groups, committed to community

improvement, to come together

for an evening and prepare com-

munity visions. A second eve-

ning could be spent looking at

the gap between where the com-

munity is now and its vision.

What has taken place is a plan-

ning event that gets a variety of

groups together to discuss the

community’s future, which is

key to setting direction for com-

munity economic development

organizations. It can also build

the foundation for future coor-

dination of efforts between

groups who see they have com-

mon values and interests. Plus,

if facilitated correctly, it can pro-

CED isn’t for everybody either!

If you have plenty of money, & just want lots of jobs & dollars fast,

take another approach to economic development.
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vide an opportunity for community members

to increase their decision making skills, leader-

ship skills, and knowledge of CED.

The strategic planning process is a method to

start the CED process. Other methods could

have achieved the development of a mission

but they would not have involved or developed

so many people in the process.

The community development perspective

takes into account the cultural, social, environ-
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mental, institutional, and economic dimensions

of an area. The economic development of a

community, therefore, is seen as one part of a

broad, integrated approach to solving local

problems. Community economic development

affirms that the path to greater economic self-

reliance must be grounded in the reality of the

local area and must involve a process that

empowers people and strengthens the commu-

nity’s ability to take charge of its own affairs.

This means that the major focus is on involving

the community in decisions, and on building

the capacity of locally-controlled organizations

to manage the economic development process.

Strategic planning, with its decision-making

steps, revision loops, analysis of the complete

situation, and constant monitoring and evalu-

ation, fits well in the CED method.

The Community Futures Program values the

systematic involvement approach to planning

that takes into account the variety of factors in

the context in which a community economic

development strategy operates. Therefore the

program requires strategic plans for approval

of funding.

The link between CED and SP is a crucial one.

A strategic plan becomes the guide or blueprint

for a community’s CED strategy.

To determine the results desired, & the steps in between,

requires systematic planning—strategic planning.

CED is the path of greatest time & energy. It

carefully applies precious resources to achieve

maximum long-term results.

CED’s surest sign of success is people—skilled

people who know how to team up & help a

community come closer to its dream.
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C H A P T E R 5

Developing the Vision & Mission

C
hapter 3 defined strategic planning in gen-

eral terms. This chapter and the rest of the

handbook explain how to prepare a strategic

plan for a community economic development

organization.

The chapter begins with an explanation on how

to prepare a community vision followed by a

preliminary analysis of constraints and

strengths and the preparation of a mission.

Deciding to prepare a strategic plan is a critical

first step. It requires allocating resources and

setting a plan for carrying out the strategic

planning process.

VISION

Like many tasks, the success of the visioning

process will depend in part on how clearly and

incisively the planning team presents it to people.

There is no single way to prepare a vision, because

the scope of the task will vary from constituency

to constituency. If a vision for the whole commu-

nity is sought, the process will likely include all of

the components outlined in this section. In this

case, bringing the right group of concerned indi-

viduals from a variety of parts of the community

together for an evening of visioning is the place

to start. The task for the evening could be worded

in this way:

“Create a vision of what you want our

community to look and feel like 20 years

from now. What are the key features of

our community’s political, economic, so-

cial, and cultural life?”

By contrast, if a vision is sought for an organiza-

tion like a CFC, you might pose this question:
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“Create a vision of what you want this

organization to look like 20 years from

now. How do you envision its role(s),

size, key functions, constituency(ies), etc.

at that time?”

In either case, it is very important to encourage

participants to address the question without

reference to the present or to reality “as it is.”

Allow people to freely use their imaginations

and express what they think could or should be.

This creates a situation in which the common

values and broad priorities of participants can

emerge. It also begins to shape the commu-

nity’s and organizations’ commitment to a

long-term process of change.

People must enter the visioning process with-

out feeling in any way constrained. This does

not mean encouraging mass hallucination.

Rather, a vision should reflect a desired end

state that is consistent with the values and

overall priorities of the group or community.

Participants are encouraged to be imaginative

and creative. The vision needs to be compre-

hensive, taking into account social, economic,

political/organizational, and cultural/spiritual

dimensions.

Small Group Work

Once people have gathered for an evening on

community visioning and the basic objectives

and agenda have been presented, divide people

into small groups to prepare visions. Small

groups encourage full participation. If several

communities are represented at a workshop,

place participants with other members of their

home community or with people from com-

To achieve a common vision, cast off the

restraints on people’s hopes & imaginations.

Communities & organizations can’t achieve

lift-off from hopes & dreams that remain private.
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Visioning should encompass the community’s hopes & dreams in political & organizational, cultural, spiritual, &

social terms, as well as from an economic perspective. That helps to ensure that the economy doesn’t go one

way, while everything else goes another.
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munities which are politically or geographically

aligned. Groups of 4-8 are best. If the process

involves a large number of people from the

same community, use groups of a similar size.

Each group can work on all aspects of the

vision, or on one particular part (e.g., the politi-

cal and organizational portion).

Groups will need a minimum of 40 minutes and

sometimes as long as 1 1/2 hours to construct

their vision. We recommend that they record its

key features on newsprint in pictures, symbols,

and limited words. Working in pictures and sym-

bols gets the creative part of the brain functioning.

Having all group members working in pictures

and symbols also assists the development of the

group through humour and involvement. Plenty

of newsprint and different coloured markers need

to be available.

General Discussion

When the groups have finished, each one pre-

sents its vision to the rest of the participants.

After each presentation, allow questions for

purposes of clarification, but avoid getting into

debates at this point.

When all the presentations are done, first ask

the whole group if there are any major differ-

ences between the visions they have just been

told about. If there are, name the differences

and invite people to comment on the possible

implications of these differences. To encourage

openness at this point, it is important to em-

phasize that there is no such thing as right or wrong

in visioning.

Second, ask participants to name and summa-

rize the features which all these visions have in

common. Write down their responses, and iden-

tify the values and principles these similarities

reflect. Record this on newsprint as well and then

post it along with the groups’ vision work.

The planning team needs to integrate the vi-

sions and if necessary set processes for dealing

with significant differences.

IDENTIFYING CONSTRAINTS

& STRENGTHS

Following the visioning process, move directly

to identify in a preliminary way the things which

impede the progress of the community to-

wards its vision, and the strengths which it has

to build on. To make the vision a reality, the

groups have to be completely frank about

where the community is starting from. To fool

yourselves about the starting place merely

erodes the chances of reaching the vision.

With participants working in the same groups

as they did to prepare the vision, they list the

key constraints and strengths on newsprint. It

is very important that groups categorize their

lists as “internal” or “external.” Obstacles in-

ternal to the community might include low

education levels among members, significant

social problems, weak management, or location

limitations. External obstacles might include

hostile power structures, various kinds of de-

pendency on outsiders or international mar-

kets. Lastly, have each group identify the

strengths or assets the community has to build

on. The strengths could be good weather, qual-

ity low-cost housing, good winter recreation,
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close to good water supplies, good soils, or

skilled labour force.

Each group then presents its material to the whole

gathering, explaining and elaborating upon their

newsprint notes as necessary. The floor should

then be opened for a general discussion. The

visioning session is then closed after clearly indi-

cating to participants what the rest of the process

will be and how they can stay involved.

FOLLOWING UP

The data that comes out of the visioning proc-

ess, and the constraints and strengths process

is very important. True, the results do not

reflect precise analysis. Nevertheless, they re-

flect what people consider important and what

people perceive to be problems. We recom-

mend that you turn the results into a pamphlet

or flyer, including the pictures. It will be of use

to planners and decision-makers throughout

the strategic planning process. It will also be an

important reference document at future com-

munity meetings.

MISSION STATEMENT

The vision looks far into the community’s future

and describes the social, economic, political/or-

ganizational, and cultural/spiritual facets of that

community’s life. The vision makes clear the core

values and principles that are central to what the

community wants to become.

Mission statements, by contrast, are written

for the organizations (or departments of an

organization) which are to do the work neces-

sary to realize various aspects of the community

vision. The mission authorizes a specific com-

munity organization to perform a specific role

in a manner consistent with the community

values and principles as reflected in the vision.

This assumes of course that the organization

answers to a body that speaks for the commu-

nity, and that this body has given the organiza-

tion the mandate to operate within a given

arena.

For some organizations, this higher body is

itself composed of members of the community.

In other instances, the mandate originates out-

side the community. CFCs for example get

their authority from a government branch con-

cerned with employment development.

The Mission gives the organization direction:

what the organization will do, for whom, & how.
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In either case, it is essential to win the approval of

legitimate community representatives for the role

the organization is to play. The community rep-

resentatives need not actually write the mission

themselves. But they should help define the mis-

sion and should support the organization’s gen-

eral intentions. An organization whose mission is

inconsistent with the core values and philosophy

of its own membership is unlikely to guide anyone

anywhere. It will most likely encounter stiff resis-

tance and fail.

From the mission an organization takes its cues

about what it is meant to do, how it is meant

to do it, and why. This succinct statement will

be the basis upon which the organization de-

cides how to use time, talent, and dollars. It will

guide the future action and growth of the or-

ganization.

Whether it is a development corporation or a

service organization, long-established or a

“spring chicken,” you have to know your busi-

ness in order to be effective. Defining the

mission—and reviewing it in light of changing

circumstances—is vital to strategic action as an

organization. By doing this you:

❏ define the scope of the action which the

organization will undertake on behalf of the

community.

❏ specify what can be expected of the organi-

zation, and avoid duplicating the services of

other organizations.

❏ inform the staff, the community, and other

organizations about the purpose of your

organization.

Strategic planning does not generate a wish

list. It assesses the lay of the land and then

positions an organization so as best to serve

the interests of members and constituents.

The mission defines the specific role which

the organization is to play in relation to com-

munity interests.

Mission statements, as explained above, should

offer clear and concise answers to three ques-

tions:

1. What function does this organization per-

form?

2. For whom does the organization perform

this function?

3. How does this organization go about per-

forming this function?

Drafting the Mission Statement

One of the most important—and most diffi-

cult—parts of strategic planning for any organi-

zation is the development of the mission

statement. We recommend a 2-stage process.

A first draft establishes what the organization

will do, and for whom. This is based primarily

on the community vision and its expectations

of the organization and the preliminary assess-

ment of constraints. Then, before the “how”

question is completed, more detailed situation

analysis of the region’s economic environment

and development options is undertaken.

The first draft is usually written by the planning

committee of board members and staff. They

suggest a lot of possible answers to the three

primary questions and from their ideas select

key phrases to use in the draft. Planning team
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members revise the statement to their satisfac-

tion, and then submit it for review to their

membership or governing body. Finalizing isnot

done until after the situation analysis.

Answering the What Question

A major issue when writing a mission statement

is to decide how specifically to define the func-

tion which the organization is to perform. If the

“what” is answered too broadly, costly failures

can result. If it is answered too narrowly, the

organization may miss important opportuni-

ties.

Some rules of thumb will help you define your

mission statement. Firstly, know where you are

heading. The mission should derive from a

vision of where the community wants to be

twenty years or more from now. But it also has

to take current realities into account. So, sec-

ondly, knowing what is happening — inside

and outside the community — shapes the mis-

sion that will be employed to reach the vision.

The visioning process had people identify in a

preliminary way the significant barriers be-

tween the community and its vision and

strengths to build on. After completing a more

rigorous analysis of the situation and the eco-

nomic initiatives it favours, the planning team

will return to finalize the mission statement.

This constant tension between vision and the

reality of present circumstances is important to

maintain throughout the strategic planning

process. In short, while a vision is needed to

inspire and motivate people, analysis of the

current reality ensures that the group knows

where they are really starting from.

Answering the Who Question

When defining the mission, don’t forget to

identify who is intended to receive the organi-

zation’s product or service. It may not be as

obvious as it initially appears—but it may be a

lot more controversial. Sometimes the organi-

zation is providing services to a group of indi-

viduals. This could be the entire population of

a particular region, or specific target groups

such as women, youth, employment-seeking

adults, or entrepreneurs. It could also be insti-

tutions and businesses who will be supported

in some way.

In its mission, an organization indicates to

which portion of the vision it shall devote its

time and energy.
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Answering the How Question

The third question to be addressed by the

mission statement concerns how the organiza-

tion will get its products or services into action

where it counts. The organization’s key strategy

should be expressed, not all the details.

After the situation analysis is complete, the

options for answering the “how” question will

become much clearer. The mission statement

is best revised after the analysis has been com-

pleted.

Concluding Step

As stated earlier, the final draft of the mission

statement must also take into account the

analysis of the regional environment within

which the CEDO is to act. This analysis will

determine the general approach the organiza-

tion takes to its task. Once the final draft is

complete, invite your initial group to another

meeting so they may review the results. Finally,

after some careful polishing for style and gram-

mar, your mission should be ready for use in

the public arena.

SUMMARY

With a planning team in place to plan the

strategic planning process, a community vision

session is held. There, participants freely pro-

vide their vision of the community in 20 years

time. This step is followed by small groups

which prepare a preliminary list of the con-

straints and strengths related to reaching the

vision. The planning team is left with the task

of either preparing a common vision, or the

process of creating one out of the various

visions that were presented.

From the visions and list of constraints, the

participants then go on to prepare a draft mis-

sion which answers these questions for the

organization: “What are we going to do? Who

are we doing it for? How are we going to do

it?” The draft mission is then prepared from

the answers by the planning team. At this point

in the strategic planning process the vision of

where the community is heading has been pre-

pared, the initial constraints and strengths listed

and how the organization is going to assist the

community to reach its vision has been drafted.
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C H A P T E R 6

Preparing a Situation Analysis

S
trategic planning involves making key choices

about what to do and in which direction to

proceed. In order to make the right choices, an

organization must have good information about

the realities of the world in which it will operate.

It has to know what is occurring in and around it,

and what is likely to occur in the near future.

Following an information-gathering framework

that analyzes the internal strengths and weak-

nesses, and external opportunities and

strengths is recommended. This framework is

often called “SWOT.”

The situation analysis is always important, but

never more so than in the planning and launch-

ing of a new organization. How else can leaders

and planners choose the role which the organi-

zation can play most effectively? Nevertheless,

the environment is certain to change over time.

Smart organizations constantly monitor what is

going on around them and revise their mission

accordingly.

CONDUCTING THE ANALYSIS

The key word in situation analysis is analysis.

It is not data collection or research. Data col-

lection using a variety of research techniques is

only of use if it is clearly directed towards

building strategies with the information. Un-

covering information about the life cycle of

fish, or growth rates of trees, or even interna-

tional agreements and government programs,

is only of value if interconnected with other key

factors in the region like the demand for fish,

the use of the forest products, trends in the

forest industry, import/export conditions, or

types of jobs available.
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Internal Situation

There are internal factors (strengths and weak-

nesses) related to the community and to the

host organization that need to be clear before

strategies can be built to generate the best fit.

Those internal strengths could be special skills

in farming or adventure recreation, or a talent

for organizing volunteers around special

events. The communities’ location, culture, his-

tory, and spiritual base may provide these

strengths upon which economic well-being can

be based.

Weaknesses are often more difficult to discuss,

especially with one’s own organization, but

without an honest review of weaknesses the

strategy could be built on a foundation that is

not able to carry it. Examples could be lack of

interest in economic development or in work-

ing together, either in a single organization or

between different organizations. Splits or terri-

tory problems are common in communities

and between communities and these need to be

recognized.

External Situation

There are external opportunities and threats to

take into account before proceeding with a

strategy. The “greying” of the population and

the shift to computer technology are two well-

known examples that have increased the use of

computers, decreased the use of labour and

increased the demand for golf courses. These

external factors have brought other changes in

their wake. Typists, machine operators, and

other semi-skilled workers have been thrown

out of work. The need for health care has risen,

as has the demand for small housing units on a

single floor with no stairs. Depending on the

community, these developments may be op-

portunities or threats. What is key is to identify

them and interrelate them with internal

strengths and weaknesses to help formulate

strategies.

STARTING POINT:

SITUATION ANALYSIS

The starting point of the situation analysis is to

begin with a brief review of strengths, weak-

nesses, opportunities and threats in a fashion

that enables understanding. Basic to this analy-

sis is solid, up-to-date information on the

population and natural resources of the com-

munity: ages, education, and experience of

community members; household income and

expenditures; natural resource inventories; and

businesses currently in operation. A suggested

breakdown is to divide the information by cate-

gory into those that are: economic; social; spiri-

tual/cultural; and political/organizational.

Even though they are all interrelated, this

method allows the size of the task to be split

into comprehensible pieces.

To build understanding swiftly, do a “quick and

dirty” assessment of each category for both

internal strengths and weaknesses, and external

opportunities and threats. The types of ques-

tions that need to be asked are:

❏ What strengths and weaknesses are there in

the organization’s physical, financial, and

human resources ?
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❏ What experience, reputation, and assets has

it to build on?

❏ What experience (education, work, and life)

do community members have to build on?

❏ What other community assets and resources

are available?

❏ What specific programs or projects are cur-

rently being worked on?

❏ What external economic and social trends

are affecting the community?

❏ Are there external political or organizational

issues that will affect the organization’s op-

eration?

From this process will come both an under-

standing of the key trends and issues, and the

acknowledgment of unanswered questions that

require further investigation. The quick analysis

will also avoid the detail that initially can bury

people and confuse or hide the interrelation-

ships. The second round of analysis is then

more detailed and lengthy, but the questions

that need answering are clearer.

SECOND PASS: RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

Economic Analysis

In the first pass, the

key economic sectors

will have been identi-

fied and their current

status will have been

stated (growing,

shrinking, restructur-

ing, activity staying constant but employment

decreasing, etc.). In the second pass it is impor-

tant, when reviewing the internal situation, to

clearly identify how many people are employed

Organize & summarize the

information you collect, so that you

are not overwhelmed by detail.
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and in what size of businesses. Then try to

assess the health of the sector through inter-

viewing key people and reviewing sectorial

documentation available through industry ana-

lysts in major sectors. Obtain from people in

that sector, what are the key strengths, weak-

nesses, opportunities and threats. It is key to be

clear about the provincial and national trend as

well as the situation in the local industry. For

many good reasons, the local situation may be

experiencing a reverse of the situation being felt

elsewhere. Remember, more and more indus-

tries and businesses are niche-driven, which

makes generalizing from national and provin-

cial trends more difficult. A good up-to-date list

of businesses in the community is a very valu-

able place to start.

An analysis of what is being imported in the

community in goods, services, and transfer pay-

ments and what is being exported from the

community also can assist in assessing the local

economy. Obtaining tax filer information on

income sources is a way of estimating total

community income. Another way of calculat-

ing the community income is to multiply the

number of employees by wage levels in each

industry, and then add to this an estimate of

non-employment income. Answering the

question of income source can be a valuable

indication of what individuals perceive as

threats and opportunities. Identifying im-

ports can guide individuals to import replace-

ment strategies, or assist retail and service

sector to identify consumer trends not being

captured locally.

Spending patterns by community members is

another set of information that is valuable for

examining the money received by community

“Leakage” measures how many
dollars the residents spend
outside the community. In a
“leaky” community economy,
money leaves just as fast as it
arrives. It doesn’t get a chance to
multiply and create still more
local jobs and income.

Leakage
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members but spent outside the community.

This is called “leakage”. Quick assessments of

leakage can be prepared by:

1. Obtaining Revenue Canada tax filer data on

the number of households in each income

category.

2. Multiplying the number of households in

each income category by the midpoint in

each category to obtain total income by

category.

3. Obtaining Statistics Canada data on house-

hold expenditures by income category and

retail grouping (food, hardware, etc.) as a

percentage of total income.

4. Multiplying the percentages obtained in 3.

by the category totals obtained in 2. to get

total expenditures by retail groupings.

5. Obtaining from Statistics Canada sales by

retail groupings for your area, and compar-

ing the results after an estimate of visitor

sales has been removed.

This provides an estimate of leakage or surplus

of retail sales in your region.

Other economic analysis information may be

helpful and is quite often available from pro-

vincial, regional, or local economic develop-

ment bodies. When critical information is not

available, additional technical research may

prove necessary. Gaps often exist particularly

in areas like equity availability or debt loads of

enterprises. Obtaining this information may

prove to be necessary.

Social Analysis

A good starting place

for identifying key

social issues is a re-

view of demograph-

ics, focusing on age

groupings, country

of origin, education

levels, and changes in overall population. Time

series data provides information about basic

change over time—growth, no change, de-

cline—without sophisticated analysis tech-

niques. What is required is mainly trends. Social

issues are often hinted at in demographic analy-

sis but can be confirmed quite quickly with key

informant interviews with social workers,

clergy, community political leaders, and staff of

organizations with specific service mandates,

e.g., hospitals, counselling centres, police, and

educators. There is no magic here, just a need

to identify key issues to feed into the overall

situation analysis.

As part of the social analysis there is a particular

need for the CFCs and BDCs to have good data

on who is unemployed, who is underemployed,

and who are social assistance program recipi-

ents. CFCs are part of the Canadian Jobs Strat-

egy, and part of their mandate is to create jobs

for those who are unemployed and underem-

ployed. Good detailed information is available

through the Canada Employment Centres

(CEC).

The labour market analyst (CEC) for each re-

gion has up to date profiles by age, gender,

occupational group and education for those on

Unemployment Insurance. The provincial gov-
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ernment has the information on social assis-

tance recipients. This detailed data is extremely

valuable for those examining the training needs

in their region.

An integrated human development strategy

tied to the economic development strategy

may be what the community requires. Years

of building economic development projects

on human resource bases that were not ready

for them does not need to be repeated. The

condition and methods for improving the hu-

man resource base is often a critical first step

in any CED process. Therefore, good, frank

analysis of the condition of the human re-

source base is essential.

Spiritual/Cultural Analysis

Each region in Can-

ada and many sub-

groupings within a

single region, have

specific cultural and

spiritual bases that

guide their involve-

ment in society. Un-

derstanding these improves organizations’

abilities to tailor initiatives to match specific

niches. This is particularly true where signifi-

cantly different cultural groups are involved in

the same community.

Languages spoken or style of cuisine may pro-

vide strengths which can be built into opportu-

nities or be corner stones for CED strategies.

What is most important is that these be recog-

nized and included in the strategic planning

process.

In a CED approach, base values need to be

clarified, recognized and respected. Identifying

these and being able to understand where they

interact within CED strategies is a necessary

component in quality CED strategies.

Political/Organizational

CED is about in-

volvement by the

community, its or-

ganizations, and its

key political bodies.

Therefore it con-

cerns the sharing of

resources and power.

Thus, analysis of or-

ganizations and the political situation, both

externally and internally, is required.

A quick first step can be size up all the organi-

zations in the community in terms of the essen-

t ia l ingredients of Local Economic

Development (see page 7). This will identify all

the actors, the functions they provide, and gaps

that may be apparent. Then, quick organiza-

tional assessments of the key organizations*

will provide valuable insight into which ones

have the authority, will, and capacity to assist

with issues that will be identified in the strategic

planning process.

In small communities, lists of board or com-

mittee members will provide a fast assessment

of who are the individuals on the boards of

more than one organization. In small commu-

nities, individuals often appear on governing

bodies for a few different organizations, pro-

viding some understanding of the information
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flows between organizations. Quick telephone

interviews rapidly identify who the key indi-

viduals are on governing bodies of key organi-

zations.

Having a good sense of what is happening

politically, both provincially and nationally, also

assists with understanding changes in funding

and program directions. National MPs’ and

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Check out the surroundings for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Threats (SWOT).
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provincial and local politicians’ views need to

be canvassed to provide a good internal and

external understanding of the political and or-

ganizational situation affecting a community.

GETTING TO WHAT’S IMPORTANT

Gathering data and summarizing information

using a community profile format will provide

a good deal of useful information for more

detailed planning. However, an excess of infor-

mation can be confusing. In order to move

towards making strategic decisions, be sure to

see the forest and not just a lot of trees. Bring

the key facts together in a way that lets people

see the big picture and focuses attention on the

strategic issues.

It is wise to have a staff person or consultant

undertake the initial research to collect and

summarize data. Thereafter, a team approach

can be very rewarding. Members can be split

into groups, with each group being responsible

for an information category. Alternatively, the

whole committee can focus on one topic at a

time during a series of meetings.

For each issue, key facts should be identified,

issues defined, and SWOT factors elaborated.

The process can be initiated with “brainstorm-

ing.” Let people say what they think are the

most important facts, or the most significant

gaps or opportunities. Discuss the items until

you have a consensus about which are the most

important.

The summaries of each of the four main areas

should be presented and recorded on a general

“map” of the environment. The map doesn’t

have to be fancy. A combination of symbols,

pictures, and key words scrawled on a sheet of

flipchart paper will do. Put the CEDO in the

middle of the map and identify the key

strengths and weaknesses which affect its ef-

forts to complete its mission. Then identify the

crucial external factors to be contended with.

If geographical location is really important, you

may want to record information using an actual

base map of the region. The rest of the infor-

mation is then recorded on transparent over-

lays where appropriate.

REFERENCE

* For some useful organizational assessment tools, see Paul

Mico, Developing Your Community-based Organization (Oakland,

Ca.: Third Party Publishing), 1986.
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Completing the SP Process

Strategies, Goals, & Operational Plans

A
fter the initial steps of the strategic plan-

ning process are completed—vision, pre-

liminary constraints, and drafting the mission

and situation analysis—the mission is redrafted

and the strategies, goals, and operational plans

are developed. These next stages dramatically

narrow the scope of the organization to build

focus for its activities. The narrowing requires

tough choices to be made, as resources are

always limited. For those focused on action,

these steps will feel comfortable.

REDRAFT THE MISSION STATEMENT

This is a quick process, usually taken on by the

planning team, of reviewing the results of the

situation analysis and checking to make sure the

mission of the organization matches with infor-

mation gathered. This often requires a com-

plete evening meeting to make sure that

wording and feeling of the mission statement

is right for the organization.

STRATEGY SELECTION

The five ingredients of local economic devel-

opment laid out the possible functions of the

organization. The results of the situation analy-

The Strategic Planning Process
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sis will have provided some direction as to

which of these functions the organization in

question should provide. The information

needed now is: what will they provide, and how

will it be provided?

For example, lets say that the outdoor recrea-

tion/adventure tourism market revealed itself

as an opportunity during the situation analysis.

After further investigation, it became clear that

because the operators seldom owned land or

much in the way of large equipment that loans

for working capital or equipment purchases

where difficult to get even if a business had

successfully operated for a season. These op-

erators were also, in general, under capitalized.

This caused delays as vehicles broke down and

it was often not possible to contact the opera-

tors when they were away from their home base

during the peak seasons.

The organization may not be in a position to

offer equity assistance, given resource limita-

tions, but may be able to provide loans at

standard commercial bank rates for working

capital with limited security.

The process of selecting strategies involves the

following steps:

1. List the choices.

In light of a) the activities of other organiza-

tions, b) the opportunities in the community

and/or region, c) the availability of resources,

and d) the values and desires expressed in the

vision, the planning team outlines the option(s)

it wishes to consider or adapt.

2. Select for evaluation.

If several options are listed, review them in

order to reduce the list to 2-3.

3. Examination of the options.

For each of the selections, a small group pre-

pares a brief (1-2 page) report answering the

following:

❏ Which facts from the environmental assess-

ment would affect this option?

❏ Which strengths will this option build on?

❏ Which opportunities could it take advantage

of?

❏ What assumptions are we making about

how we would overcome weaknesses or

constraints?

❏ What are the long-term implications of tak-

ing this approach? What will we have

achieved if we carry it out successfully?

Redraft the mission in light of the insights

from the situation analysis.
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❏ In choosing one option, which are we

choosing not to do?

4. Choose.

Each strategic option and analysis is presented

to the whole planning team. The team decides

which is most likely to bring home the greatest

benefits.

GOALS

To progress from mission through strategy to

goals is as challenging as it is important. Strate-

gic goals, if properly defined, will make all the

subsequent work easier and more effective. If

they are set poorly, or not at all, what will follow

will be arbitrary, possibly wasteful of resources,

and frustrating.

The planning team should first review the re-

sults of the strategic plan to date from the

community’s vision through to strategies. Then

the following questions can be posed:

❏ How will we know we have made progress?

❏ What gaps or needs can be addressed?

❏ What opportunities are opening up?

❏ What can we realistically achieve in five

years?

❏ What weaknesses need to be overcome?

Using these questions and the list of ideas from

the previous section, the team can brainstorm

topics it thinks should be covered by goal state-

ments. Again, don’t worry about language or

specifics at this point. Just identify the range of

topics.

If the list is very long, the team should select

4-10 topics which are of the utmost impor-

tance. Assign each topic to an individual or

small group. Ask them to review the situation

analysis, and then draft a goal for their topic.

They should write 2-3 clear sentences that spec-

ify what the organization can realistically

achieve in that respect. Don’t get wrapped up

in details about what the goal will require or

how it will be accomplished. This will be dealt

with later, as part of the operational plan.

Each draft goal can then be presented to the

whole group for review. With each presenta-

tion the large group should first be asked:

❏ Is the statement clear? Do you understand

what it means?

❏ Does it cover the topic it was supposed to?

❏ Is it specific and realistic?

The draft goal can be revised until everyone is

able to answer “yes” to those questions. Then

evaluate it again, with a tougher set of ques-

tions. The following test will ensure that each

goal is specific, has been well-considered, and

is based on actual information and experience.

1. Is the goal consistent with the vision, the

community’s future self-image?

2. Is it consistent with the mission of the or-

ganization?

3. Does it reflect the facts about internal and

external factors which influence the organi-

zation’s performance?

4. Does it describe an outcome which can be

measured to determine the progress which

has been made?
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5. Is it clear which individuals, organizations,

or activities will be affected by efforts to

achieve this goal?

Having made further revisions to the draft goals,

the team should look at all the goals and ask:

❏ Has anything been missed? If so, another

goal statement may need to be drafted.

❏ Are these all “strategic goals,” or are some

really objectives or action plans in disguise?

Any of the latter may be saved for the next

step in the process.

❏ Do the goals complement one other? Do

they together help to establish a specific

organizational agenda in order to accom-

plish the mission?

Finally, circulate a revised set of the strategic

goals in preparation for formal approval by the

appropriate governing body.

A clear set of strategic goals for the organiza-

tion can give direction to the routine functions

of managing efficiently. The goals will set the

overall climate for the organization effecting

decisions about the kind of structure needed,

the kind of staff hired, and the types of policies

required. They also are a basis for a regular

planning cycle. With these goals in place, staff

can develop specific operating plans to achieve

them, and the board can establish a monitoring

and evaluation system to advise the ongoing

planning process.

OPERATIONAL PLANNING

A goal is a medium-term desired state or con-

dition which the organization hopes to achieve.

It is usually expressed in fairly general terms,

not subject to direct management, embodies

some fundamental values held by the commu-

nity (e.g. integration of culture, heritage, and

economy) and is qualitative in tone. While not

directly measurable, the organization should be

able to decide if they are getting closer to the

goal, drifting away, or making no progress. The

degree of progress can be gauged by the pro-

gress in meeting the more specific objectives

which underpin the goal.

The Operational Plan

An operational plan comprises objectives and action plans.

Objectives are specific outcomes which contribute to the

attainment of a goal. Action plans, in turn, specify a series

of achievements which will help realize an objective.
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Operational planning reduces goals to a series of steps which can be planned in detail.
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The objectives supporting each goal are more

concrete and tangible. They can be measured

qualitatively and usually quantitatively. Using

the information gathered in the situation analy-

sis they answer the basic questions of :

❏ what is going to be achieved

❏ who is going to do it

❏ when will these things be achieved

❏ what resources are required

For example a goal like:

Expansion of the crafts and related sub-

sector in the community’s small business

sector to maximize the integration of

culture, heritage, and economy

could be addressed with specific objectives

such as:

1. The present 35 small operations in this

sub-sector will be expanded by 10% in the

next three years with business advisory

services.

2. The volume of tourist visitation to local

outlets will be increased from 11,000 to

15,000 in two years with marketing assis-

tance.

3. The CFC will be an important source of

relevant planning information for this sector

and a catalyst in cooperative efforts within

a year.

For each objective an action plan describing

specific projects can be developed outlining the

steps required this year to move towards this

target. The action plan will describe for each

step required:

❏ how is it to be done

❏ who will be responsible

❏ when will action be taken

This gets to the nuts and bolts of how the

organization will carry out its role. Once the

specific elements of each action plan are de-

fined, it may be necessary to plan the timing

and assignment of responsibilities using a pro-

ject activity chart. This chart maps out activities

in time blocks to ensure that the time frames

for activities are realistic given the constraints

of staff availability and budgets. With these

definite action plans established for all objec-

tives, the staff and resource requirements to

meet them can be compiled to set the annual

budget. For objective 1 above, the action plan

might include:

1. The CF coordinator will conduct a basic

analysis and develop a statistical profile and

small report on the current size and nature

of the community’s craft sub-sector by June

1993.

2. The CF coordinator will compile the avail-

able business plans relating to expected

growth in this sector by August 1993.

3. The CF committee will retain a market re-

search agency to undertake an assessment

of the local and external market potentials

to be completed by October 1993.

4. The coordinator will assist small businesses

to set up a consortium or cooperative vehi-

cle for collective action in purchasing, pro-

motion, marketing, and credit access by

December 1993.
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5. The CF committee will review, research, and

identify constraints impeding expansion,

strengths and expansion opportunities for

this sector, and set an action agenda by

December 1993.

6. The coordinator will access Federal and

Provincial support for seasonal job expan-

sion and training by March 1994.

7. The CF committee will secure business ad-

visory and appropriate financial resource

commitments from the BDC and commer-

cial banks in the community to support the

3-year expansion program by March 1994.

IMPLEMENTATION

Strategic Planning is about creating plans that

will make the implementation process smooth

and enjoyable. Activities which have an ele-

ment of enjoyment are usually better. Maximiz-

ing involvement in implementing plans again

build commitment and skills in CED.

MONITORING & EVALUATION

Strategic planning is not about creating a master

plan that is set in stone. It is a way of thinking

and running a community or an organization to

The Action Plan

TASKS

Allocate Staff

Prepare Assessment Tool

Interview Organization

Meet Committee * * *

Present Plan *

Prepare Marketing

Distribute Information

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

TIME

Chart the intended activities to ensure that the time schedule is realistic and to make monitoring easier.
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focus effort and be effective. Once strategic

goals and initial plans are set, a cycle of planning

is set in place. Each year objectives and operat-

ing plans are updated, and every three to five

years the strategic planning process to set goals

is repeated, although it is usually quicker. In

addition, the detailed work involved in devel-

oping the plan is the basis for ongoing checking

of progress, modifications of plans, and man-

agement of the development effort. To put this

in place, the organization requires systems for

monitoring and evaluation.

Monitoring

Monitoring is an ongoing process of checking

what has happened or is changing. It is a routine

management function of effective organiza-

tions. Monitoring is required of both the envi-

ronment of the community and the action

plans of the organization.

In order to tailor actions to the current reality,

assess impacts and priorities for action, and be

prepared to react to changing situations the

community development organization needs

to continue to monitor what is happening in

the community economy. Key economic indi-

cators which require watching are:

❏ number of businesses

❏ volumes of activity

❏ jobs and wages by sector

❏ money flows into, from, and around the

community

❏ movements of people

❏ educational levels

❏ unemployment

❏ developments in housing and infrastructure

Baseline data needs to be available for each in

order to watch for changes. Current informa-

tion needs to be collected, summarized, and

reported on a regular basis. The CFC needs to:

❏ identify the key indicators they want to

watch

❏ get baseline data prepared for each

❏ identify who will collect and watch each key

area of activity, and structure the agenda of

meetings to allow presentation of updates

on a regular basis

❏ prepare standard simple reporting systems

to summarize current status

❏ provide time for occasional more in-depth

reviews and examination of priorities in

planning

The second area of monitoring is the plan itself.

Regular reviews to check what has been done

against each item in the action plan are required.

This will identify problem areas and determine

if the organization is on track with the plan.

Blocks and difficulties in meeting the plan

can be identified and remedial action sug-

gested. Action plans with clear identification

of responsibility and time frames are impor-

tant for this process. At the same time, moni-

toring for eff iciency can be done by

examining time and cost expended against

budget and progress. This same level of

monitoring is also an essential component of

management of specific projects.
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Evaluation

Evaluation is a periodic assessment of progress

towards goals, efficiency, and effectiveness of

organizational effort, as well as impact of the

effort. This is usually an internal management

process of the board and staff, but sometimes

an independent external resource is used to

provide objectivity. In some cases, a participa-

tory evaluation process with other community

actors can be beneficial.

On an annual basis, as a preparation stage of

setting the annual operational plan, the pre-

vious year’s work should be assessed by the

board and staff. Did we meet the objectives we

set for the year? If not, why? Did we do it

effectively—within the time and budget alloca-

tions set? What uncompleted targets remain as

priorities for action? What impact have our

activities of this year had on moving the com-

munity towards our strategic goals? What new

objectives or priorities should we set for the

next year? If there are particular areas of con-

cern in one particular project an external evalu-

ation might be called for.

Every two or three years, the board, alone or

with involvement from others in the commu-

nity, should evaluate the progress towards the

strategic goals. Have the efforts to date moved

us significantly towards achieving these goals?

How has the environment in which we operate

changed? What are the key areas of effort and

new objectives that should be focused on for

the next two to three years? Which projects

worked well and which ones poorly? How can

we strengthen the organization to avoid repeat-

ing mistakes, and build on current successes?

Every three to five years, time should be taken

to review the strategic planning process, reas-

sessing the environment and organization with

a SWOT analysis, and reviewing the strategy,

mission, and long term goals. The focus of this

evaluation should be impact on the commu-

nity. New strategic goals may be set at this time,

either because earlier ones have been signifi-

cantly achieved or the situation and priorities in

the community have changed. This is an excel-

lent opportunity for involvement of others

in a participatory evaluation that not only

looks at the CFC goals but also those of other

organizations to ensure co-ordinated effort.

It also creates an excellent opportunity to

bring new members on board with the or-

ganization.
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A P P E N D I X 1

Walden Valley Community Profile

LOCATION AND POPULATION

The Walden Valley Community Futures Com-

mittee serves a large area with diverse geo-

graphical features (see map opposite). It uses

the same boundaries as the Regional District of

Walden. The general eastern boundary is High-

way 14, but it also includes the City of Folkville

and its surrounding area. The western bound-

ary is the Pacific coast including the Star Is-

lands. The north and south boundaries are

artificial lines developed for governmental pur-

poses. The total area is 6,356 square kilometres.

According to the 1991 census, the total popu-

lation served by the committee is 45,396.

The Boswell mountain range divides the dis-

trict into two very distinct and different regions.

The majority of the people (82%) live east of

the Boswells. 24,942 live in the City of Folkville

and an additional 9,240 live in the surrounding

ranching and farming area.

The other 11,214 live west of the Boswells.

Major centres are Fenway (6,912), Fish Har-

bour (819), Village Harbour (729) and the Star

Islands (1,023). The remainder are scattered in

small settlements along the coast and along the

Formost River. Included in the total population

are 2,143 Aboriginal people. Of these, 942 live

on reserve, mainly in the Village Harbour area.

The other 1,201 live off reserve, 992 (83%) of

them residing east of the Boswells, mainly in

the area surrounding Folkville.

KEY ECONOMIC COMPONENTS

The major focus of primary and industrial pro-

duction is located in the area surrounding Fen-

way. Abwood Company is the major employer

with 581 workers in its sawmill, pulpmill, and

logging operations. Contract logging and truck-

ing supports several independent businesses.

Some independent fishing also occurs, al-

though the processing plant at Fish Harbour

has been closed. In the Boswell Mountain re-

gion, Excel Mining and Smelting employs an-

other 93 workers. The majority of these live in

the Fenway area.

Ranching and farming are restricted to the eastern

section of the region. The hilly, sometimes rocky

lands to the north of the Walden Valley Highway

are used for cattle ranching. South of the highway

lie considerable farmlands made possible by water

from Clement Lake.

Rapid urban growth has occurred mainly in the

Folkville area and this has become a major

regional service centre. Retail and wholesale

trade have expanded during the past twenty

years and some new manufacturing ventures
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have developed. New government offices have

opened. The establishment of a large retirement

community has stimulated the building trades.

Real estate prices have skyrocketed. The urban

centre of Fenway has not grown, but several new

businesses related to the “alternate” culture and

recreation have been established to make use of

the empty commercial buildings.

Tourism has emerged in the past few years as a

new opportunity. Several focal points have been

established throughout the central valley corridor.

These include the Mount Urban area, the Star

Islands, and the National Park. “Dude” ranching

has been experimented with on a couple of occa-

sions. Some attempts have also been made to

capitalize on the area’s heritage.

CLIMATE

The area east of the Boswells is a high, flat,

plateau which is relatively dry both summer and

winter. Cold fronts usually cover the area for

most of the winter. Frequent storms carry mod-

erate amounts of snow. Total precipitation is

about 50 cm per year, most of it falling as rain

in the spring and fall. Summers are hot and

sunny.

The area west of the Boswells is coastal rain-

forest with steep mountainous terrain and deep

valleys. It has been heavily forested, but most

of the land south of the Formost River has been

logged and there are large clearcut blocks. Log-

ging has not been as extensive in the area north

of the river. Temperatures are moderate year

round at the coast and on the islands. Total

precipitation is about 250 cm per year, much of

it in the form of rain in the fall, winter and

spring. At higher elevations there is consider-

able snowfall.

HISTORY

Traditionally, the whole Walden Valley region

was used by the Native community. There were

settlements along the coast for year-round liv-

ing. Most fishing happened on the river, but

some occurred at sea. There were regular trips

into the mountains and plateau region for pur-

poses of hunting and gathering of needed ma-

terials. The river was the main transportation

route.

European settlement began in the late 1800s.

Small-scale logging was carried out along the

banks of the Formost River and along the

coast. There was some placer mining on the

creeks feeding the river. Small communities

were gradually established at Fenway and Fish

Harbour as well as on the river. Missionaries

arrived a few years later and set up an outpost

at Village Harbour. During the same period

ranching was the major economic activity east

of the Boswells and many settlers arrived to

claim the large tracts of land which the federal

government was offering to homesteaders. The

discovery of a major silver deposit in 1910 led

to the establishment of an “instant” town near

the present-day Mount Urban Ski Resort.

Folkville was on a branch line of the interior

railway system. Both the mining town and the

railway were abandoned in the early 1930s. In

the 1920s major logging operations started on

the coast and a large sawmill was established
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near Fenway. Logs and lumber were shipped

south by sea to rapidly growing Big City.

RECENT EVENTS

A major economic boom began in the late

1940s with the establishment of the Abwood

pulpmill and the Excel Mining and Smelting

operations. The Walden Valley Highway was

built to connect to the road system at Folkville.

Folkville became the regional service centre.

Fenway grew to accommodate the mine and

mill workers. Fishing was also in a boom period

along the coast and a small plant was estab-

lished at Fish Harbour.

Mining and forestry operations continue to domi-

nate the local economy in terms of high wage jobs,

although automation has caused a decrease in

direct employment. Fishing has declined signifi-

cantly. The population west of the Boswells has

dropped by 1,943 people since 1970. This despite

a tripling of the Native population and a signifi-

cant in-migration of “alternate lifestyle” young

people during the same period. However, the

building of Highway 14 through Folkville in 1972

has lead to a rapid growth in that community. The

drive from Big City to the Walden region has been

reduced to fourhours and ithasbecomeapopular

recreation and retirement area. In the last twenty

years, population east of the Boswells has grown

500%, from 7,549 to over 37,000.

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

There are three significant demographic trends

in the region. In the non-native community

centred around Fenway the number of children

under 20 has decreased dramatically in the past

20 years and now stands at 19% of the popula-

tion. The most significant part of the popula-

tion is the 20-55 year group (59%). This is the

main working age group and it is aging in lock

step with time (the average age for the whole

population has increased from 24.3 years to

36.7 years since 1971). This indicates that non-

Native people who continue to live in the area

are doing so because of their current employ-

ment or lifestyle. They will continue to age and

the whole population will likely continue to

decline.

On the other hand, 51% of the Native popula-

tion is under twenty, 34% is 20-55, and 15% is

over 55. Over half this population is of school

age and will soon be part of the working age

group. They need both training and employ-

ment opportunities. There is not a significant

percentage of elders, but this will increase with

time.

In the Folkville area we see another trend. Of

that population, 37% is over 55. That segment

of the population is increasing, mostly due to

retiree in-migration. People of working age (20-

55 years) account for 39% of the population,

and 24% are under 20.

LABOUR FORCE

The education levels for the population fifteen

years and over in the region are as follows:

� less than grade 9: 22.4%

� grade 9-12 without completion: 37.7%

� grade 12 completion: 9.9%
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� non-postsecondary vocational training:

16.3%

� some college or university: 8.3%

� university degree: 5.6%

The labour force in the region is predominantly

employed in the service sector. Many of these

jobs are low-paying and are located in the

Folkville area. Average wages for those em-

ployed in the Fenway area are significantly

higher due to its mining and forest product

processing industries. There is also a significant

disparity in rates of unemployment and under-

employment. The unemployment rate in

Folkville is 13.3%; in Fenway it is 19.6%; the

Fish Harbour and Star Island rate is 26.2%; and

the rate in the Native community is 65%. The

overall rate for the district is 15.4%. Employ-

ment by industry is:

� Primary: 19.4%

� Manufacturing: 9.2%

� Construction: 3.2%

� Transportation: 5.2%

� Trade: 15.4%

� Finance: 3.8%

� Government: 11.5%

� Services: 32.3%

COMMUNITY INCOME DEPENDENCY

In the Fenway area, 42% of earned income

derives from the forestry and mining sectors.

The average income for a unionized plant

worker in the forestry sector is $39,300. In the

mining sector it is $40,200. Some tourism and

trade-related income is also present, but much

of this is seasonal. Of total income, 26% is

derived from governmental and pension

sources.

At Fish Harbour there is a 37% income de-

pendency on government social assistance and

unemployment insurance payments. A further

21% of income originates in pensions. The

majority of earned income comes from full-

time work at the Abwood plants.

In the Folkville area, over 52% of earned in-

come derives from government employment

and the service sector. The average employ-

ment income in the area is $17,432, with a

significant proportion below $10,000. Depend-

ency on pension income is 23% and on govern-

ment transfers is another 21%.

Average annual employment income for Na-

tives has been estimated to be $8,200.

PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

During the 1960s and 1970s the region bene-

fited from a number of federally-funded pro-

jects aimed at creating employment, including

the Local Initiatives and Opportunities for

Youth programs. Many people were employed

in restoration and direct service projects in both

Folkville and Fenway.

Special funding was also obtained under the

federal Agriculture Rehabilitation and Devel-

opment Act (ARDA) program for tourism de-

velopment. A hiking trail was built along the

coast south of Fenway, but this has not been

maintained and receives limited use. Early de-

velopment of the cross-country ski trails at

Mount Urban and Reid Lake was also under-

taken with a combination of ARDA and Local
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Initiatives funding. A separate ARDA program

was used in the area until about 1980 to encour-

age Aboriginal economic development. The

Native-owned boat rental business which still

exists at Fenway was a part of this program. A

log-home building business was not so success-

ful, but did employ 22 Natives for two years.

The general store on the Reserve island north

of the National Park was also started under this

program. It is used extensively by boaters who

visit the area in the Summer. It also serves the

Natives who live on the island. Economic de-

velopment and business training was provided

to the Native community for several years dur-

ing the 1970s under an ARDA agreement.

In Folkville, the Regional District hired an Eco-

nomic Development Officer in the early 1970s

with provincial government funding. This po-

sition lasted for three years, but was discontin-

ued when funding was reduced. The Folkville

Economic Development Commission now has

a part-time co-ordinator who is paid by the

Chamber of Commerce, the City, and the Prov-

ince.

THE ORGANIZATION

History

The Walden Valley Community Futures Com-

mittee was formed four years ago by a group

of community and business leaders in the

Folkville area who were concerned about the

lack of “risk capital” for new small businesses.

The idea arose at a meeting sponsored by the

Folkville Chamber of Commerce which

brought a representative of the Federal Busi-

ness Development Bank (FBDB) to the area to

speak about their new venture capital fund.

Everyone was excited because “our business

community could really use some government

help.”

During the meeting some of the audience

members expressed disappointment with the

program outlined by the FBDB representative.

It turned out that the process for accessing the

venture capital funding was very lengthy and

competitive. Only a few investments would be

made. He outlined the regular FBDB loan pro-

gram and suggested that more use could be

made of that funding avenue. He also pointed

out that the community could apply for selec-

tion as a Community Futures area. This would

give them access to further funds which could

be used to stimulate business. The President of

the Chamber suggested that a special commit-

tee be established to look into the matter. Sev-

eral people in the audience volunteered.

A letter was written to the Member of Parlia-

ment who phoned the Chamber office ten days

later and said he had already planned to bring

the matter up himself and was wondering if

there was a group in the area willing to take

some action.

What needed to be done, it turned out, was a

whole lot. On the other hand the kind of money

the government representative was talking

about was more than anyone would have sug-

gested if they had been asked for a figure.

Several more meetings were held and it was

decided that they would go ahead. The Eco-

nomic Development Commission and the Re-

gional District were very helpful in providing
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some of the information needed to make the

initial application. The Community Futures

representative came by many more times to

assist the group. A researcher was hired to put

together a full proposal. There were a lot of

meetings and a lot of work was done. Eleven

months later their Community Futures funding

was approved.

Objectives

The original idea was just to start a local small

business investment fund. It turned out that the

government program covered a lot more terri-

tory than that. The Walden Valley Community

Futures Committee established itself with the

following objectives:

1. To promote, co-ordinate, pursue, and im-

plement co-operative efforts between com-

munity groups in the Walden Valley area

within the terms of reference of the Com-

munity Futures Program of Canada.

2. To identify employment problems in the

community and to pursue solutions to these

problems through the development of new

employment opportunities.

3. To provide training programs to assist resi-

dents in gaining employment, self-employ-

ment, or business expansion.

4. To establish a Business Development Cen-

tre as an option available under the Commu-

nity Futures Program of Canada in order to

provide a) technical assistance and counsel-

ling to business, and b) financial assistance

in the form of loans and equity investment

for the purpose of creating new employ-

ment opportunities.

5. To carry out research and consultation in

the community to identify specific areas

where new economic activity may be en-

couraged.

6. To co-ordinate and administer such other

programs as may be made available under

the Community Futures Program of Canada

and/or other government or community

sources.

Board of Directors

There were eight members on the original

Board of Directors of the Walden Valley Com-

munity Futures Committee. All are still serving.

Four of these operate retail or tourism busi-

nesses in the Folkville area. One is a local

lawyer, one is a teacher and municipal counsel-

lor, one is a rancher, and the eighth is a logging

contractor from Fenway. Meetings are held

monthly at the Folkville Chamber of Com-

merce meeting room. During the second year

of operations the Community Futures consult-

ant suggested that the Board be expanded to

include more people from the western region.

The General Manager of the Abwood Sawmill

and the President of the Fenway Parent-Teach-

ers Association were added to the Board. This

gave better coverage for the western region,

although these representatives cannot always

make the meetings. During the third year the

Board was expanded again to include a repre-

sentative from the Indian Band, although she

has only been able to attend one meeting. At

this time then there are eleven members on the

Board: nine men and two women.
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The Walden Valley Business Development Cen-

tre (BDC) was incorporated separately a year ago.

There are seven members on that Board. Three

members of the original Community Futures

Board also serve on the BDC Board. The remain-

ing members include: an accountant, two retired

business people, and the Treasurer of the Ab-

wood Employees Credit Union.

Staff

The Community Futures Committee and the

BDC share an office and a receptionist.The office

is a storefront located on a secondary street in the

downtown Folkville business district.

The co-ordinator of the Community Futures

Committee is a graduate of Folkville High School

and completed the Diploma program in Secretar-

ialScienceatBigCityCollege.Shealsohas training

in advanced computer operations.

The Manager of the Business Development

Centre has a Bachelor of Commerce degree and

ten years of experience as an accountant for the

Bank of Montreal. The BDC also employs a

Business Analyst. She is a recent M.B.A. gradu-

ate who moved to the area with her husband, a

federal agricultural advisor.

PROGRESS TO DATE

Business Development Centre

This option of the Community Futures Pro-

gram has been the most important part of the

committee’s work. Fully $832,000 has been

invested in 43 businesses: 32 new businesses

and 11 expansions of existing ones. In the

process, 172 new part-time or seasonal jobs and

63 full-time jobs have been created. The new

ventures in which the BDC has been involved

include:

� souvenir shop

� restaurant expansion

� bookkeeping and typing service

� welding shop

� outdoor adventure camp on the Star Islands

� sweater store

� custom furniture workshop

� caterer

� portable sawmill service

� ski repair shop at Mount Urban

� tour guide service for National Park visitors

� summer horse riding school

� small scale silviculture business

� nursing home

� landscaping service

� portable sawmill

� custom meat cutting service

� greenhouse and tree nursery

Training

The Committee has organized several work-

shops in the community for business owners.

These have included: accounting and book-

keeping; tax and retirement planning; tourism

marketing; inventory control; and farm man-

agement. The majority of these seminars have

been put on by the FBDB. It also sponsored a

“Home-based Business” seminar and a six-

week farm worker program for young people.

The committee also arranged a forestry worker

safety seminar for two years running.
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Community Initiatives Program

With the help of the M.P., the Committee was

recently able to obtain a $150,000 contribution

to help restore the historic “Campbell Ranch.”

This project is being undertaken by the Walden

Tourism Association in conjunction with the

Cattlemen’s Association. Funds have also been

raised from the Go B.C. Fund and from private

and business donations. Six immediate jobs will

be created in the renovation phase. It is hoped

that five permanent summer jobs for students

will be available once the facility is open to the

public.

Relocation and Travel Assistance

This is another important program adminis-

tered by the Committee. During the past three

years over one hundred people have been

helped to relocate to other areas to find work.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE REGION

General Trends

The provincial economy is undergoing a basic

structural change, which in large part reflects

trends in other parts of Canada and throughout

the industrialized world. The Walden Valley

region is certainly feeling the effects of these

changes. Most important is the general decline

in world prices for natural resources, which

appears to be irreversible. Average Canadian

commodity prices have fallen 30% compared

to other products over the past thirty years.

Unprocessed wood and mineral products have

experienced this significant decline. The rise in

technology to replace labour in the natural

resources processing industries has also had an

effect on the region’s economy, as the labour

input per ton of product has dropped steadily

over the past 20 years.

A shift in employment opportunities to the

service sector can also be seen. According to

the Canada Employment Centre, the annual

rate of increase in service sector jobs in the

Walden Valley area during the past five years

has been 3.7%. Most of these jobs are in the

tourism, health care, and business service sec-

tors. During the same period, the goods pro-

ducing sector has decreased.

At the same time local employers, particularly

government, education, and medium-sized

businesses, have been able to find few candi-

dates in the region suitable for trades, profes-

sional, and managerial positions. They have had

to advertise outside the area, instead.

On the positive side, there has been some

indication that new, technologically-based

businesses are beginning to develop. Several

new residents are using computers at home to

earn a living “by remote.” They work for or-

ganizations and businesses in urban centres and

“commute” to work by telephone. Two new

computer stores have opened which offer

training and help supply this growing sector.

The Tu’lak’Xlem Nation has been negotiating

with government for self-government. They

recently registered a comprehensive land claim

for the Walden Valley region. This is also some-

thing that could affect the future development

of the region.
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Mining

The Excel Mining and Smelting operation in

the Boswell Mountain region is currently

scheduled for closure in four years. Ore re-

serves are plentiful, but are not of a high

enough grade for processing with the current

equipment. The owners do not feel modern-

ization is economically feasible given the cur-

rent regulatory climate. They cite pollution

control requirements as a major impediment.

Forestry

The Abwood Company’s timber supply is pro-

jected to last for eight or nine years at present

rates of consumption. Management states that

new sources will be needed to continue opera-

tions. Significant potential timber is available

north of the Formost River and on the Star

Islands. To date negotiations with government

for future cutting rights have been halted pend-

ing the completion of an environmental review

of current operations. Much of the available

timber is on traditional Aboriginal lands. To

date the company has declined to hold discus-

sions with the Band. The Chief has been quoted

in the Folkville Herald as saying, “Since none

of our people work at the mills, we don’t feel

that the company has anything to talk to us

about.” The impending land claim has also

been a source of concern to both workers and

management in the forest sector. Considerable

opposition to logging has been developing

among residents of the Star Islands and among

Fenway’s “alternate” community.

Agriculture and Ranching

Mixed farming is carried out in the area south

of the Walden Valley Highway where water

from Clement Lake is available. Hay produc-

tion and dairy farms predominate. There is

some vegetable farming mainly for local con-

sumption. A few small organic farms supply the

health food store at Fenway and a few consum-

ers in Folkville. A new tomato and cucumber

hothouse hasbeenbuiltwhichexports toBigCity.

Some nurseries sell plants for landscaping and for

tree planting. Conflicts have developed over the

encroachment of West Folkway’s housing pro-

jects on the farmlands.

Ranching predominates on the lands north of

the highway. It is an area of grazing and cow-

calf operations. Many ranchers also do some

small-scale logging for the local market. Natives

on the Reserve near Reid Lake are also ranch-

ers. They have expanded operations recently by

securing some additional Crown land for graz-

ing.

Urban Development

Almost all of the region’s major government

services are located in Folkville. These include:

� City Hall

� R.C.M.P. Station

� Canada Employment Centre

� Provincial Courthouse

� General Hospital

� Minstry of Environment

� Ministry of Forests

� Regional Fish and Wildlife Office

� Highway Maintenance Yard

� Government Agent
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� Regional District Office

� Regional Airport

Professionals such as lawyers, accountants,

dentists, and doctors are also located in

Folkville. Many new stores have been opened

in the past few years and a new mall is sched-

uled for construction later this year to relieve

the pressure on the downtown core. Three new

motels were constructed ten years ago.

The rapid growth in Folkville has been gener-

ally welcomed by residents. Recently, however,

it has become apparent that problems are de-

veloping with the water supply. The City is

dependent on ground water which is pumped

from deep wells. The water table is dropping.

The expansion of West Folkville is also a grow-

ing problem. It is outside the City limits and

does not contribute to the tax base, but does

use services. West Folkville has been built using

individual wells and septic systems. This is

contributing to concerns about water use and

water table pollution.

Services are stretched to the limit. Garbage collec-

tion is carried out by three private contractors and

the municipal dump has reached its capacity. The

hospital is too small for the current population

and the airport cannot accommodate the large

planes needed for access to other centres.

Commercial activity in Fenway has gradually

declined. Most residents do their major shop-

ping in Folkville. Some of the empty store-

fronts have been reopened by small businesses

operated by “alternate lifestyle” residents.

These have included a bakery, health food

store, massage clinic, a music and craft store,

and a small cafe.

Tourism

The National Park (est. 1910) has always been

used by local people for camping. It can be

reached by the Star Island ferry. In the last eight

years it has become a real focus of activity, and

is now used for backwoods camping, boating,

and hiking. Several businesses have been estab-

lished at Fenway to take advantage of this

interest. They operate mainly in the summer

and offer guiding services, boat rentals, and

supplies. This has brought a new interest in the

other Star Islands as well. Recently, problems

have emerged because of the lack of accommo-

dations in the area. Two new bed and break-

fasts have been opened in Fenway, but many

tourists have to return to Folkville to find a

room in the busy season. Further development

on the Star Islands is constrained by a lack of

water. Many current residents collect rainwater

in cisterns or bring drinking water in from

Fenway.

Mount Urban is the focus of winter recreational

activity. Used mainly by local residents until

recently, it has drawn a growing number of

skiers from Big City in the past few years. There

is no rental accommodation, but local people

have built cabins in the area over the years.

Volunteers run a snack bar to pay for the

operation of the T-bar. Non-resident skiers

either come just for the day or stay overnight

in Folkville. Several local investors have looked

at the possibility of turning the area into a

resort, but have not thought it feasible. There

has been some talk about creating a year-round

tourist recreation park using Mount Urban and

one of the lakes.
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Some small trail-riding businesses have been

started in the ranching country, but these have

mostly been part-time. It is hoped that the

“Campbell Ranch” restoration project will act

as a stimulus for some further tourism activity.

Fishing and hunting have also been cited as

activities where tourism could be promoted.

Education

There are six elementary schools in Folkville

and one school for grades one to nine in Fen-

way. There are three junior high schools. The

region’s one high school is in Folkville. Stu-

dents from Fenway are bussed to school for

grades ten through twelve. There is a separate

school on the Reserve at Village Harbour

which goes to grade eight. There is a boarding

residence for Native students in Folkville. Re-

cent increases in enrolment have required the

addition of several portable classrooms at the

high school and at two of the elementary

schools in Folkville. An increase in projected

attendance, particularly of Native high school

students, has lead to discussions about expand-

ing the school at Fenway to include the upper

years. The Indian Band is also considering ex-

tending their school to grade twelve.

The Community College has a small facility in

Folkville which offers Adult Basic Education

courses and tutorial help with first year College

correspondence courses.

The recently constructed, $62 million dollar

“B.C. Institute of Geographic Sciences” at

Folkville is another educational facility, but it is

not used much by local people. Built in

Folkville after a tremendous lobbying effort by

the M.L.A., the Institute offers some courses in

land survey technology, but concentrates on

advanced training in geographic information

systems technology, computer mapping and

analysis, and ecological planning. There are 103

staff members and approximately 320 students.

Besides teaching, the staff are involved in a

wide range of research projects. All the staff are

from other parts of North America, Europe,

and Asia. All but three of the students are from

other parts of B.C., Canada, and the United

States.

Health and Social Services

It has become apparent that the Folkville Hos-

pital built in 1956 is no longer adequate for the

population. Many people have to be transferred

to Big City even for fairly routine problems. It

is the only hospital in the region. The City

Council has been lobbying for a new hospital,

but money has not been allocated. Several long-

term care facilities have been built by private

companies for the elderly. Most of these people

have moved to the area very recently. The

medical clinic in Fenway has two doctors and

a third recently moved to the area.

The Department of Social Services has an of-

fice in Folkville and a sub-office in Fenway. The

Folkville and District Community Services As-

sociation provides special programming for

single mothers, the disabled, and welfare recipi-

ents. The Golden Age Services Society operates

a drop-in centre for seniors and a Meals-on-

Wheels program.
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RELATED ORGANIZATIONS INTHEREGION

Folkville and Area

Folkville Chamber of Commerce

Folkville Economic Development Commission

Folkville Downtown Business Association

Federal Business Development Bank

Corporation of the Regional District of Walden

Corporation of the City of Folkville

West Folkville Ratepayer’s Association

West Folkville Improvement District Society

Golden Age Services Society

Walden Tourism Association

Folkville Construction Industry Council

Business and Professional Women’s

Association

Mount Urban Snowmobile Association

Boswell Mountains Cross-Country Ski Club

Reid Lake Cattlemen’s Association

Native Friendship Centre

Major Chartered Banks

Folkville and Area Credit Union

Disabled Forest Workers Association

Walden Valley Lumber

Manufacturers Association

Punjabi Businessmen’s Association

Boswell Mountain Chamber of Mines

Women’s Institute of South Walden

Walden Valley Sea Kayaking Club

Walden Valley Environmental Protection

Association

Walden Valley Real Estate Association

Folkville Multicultural Society

Folkville & District Community Services

Association

Clement Lake Agricultural Association

B.C. Government Employees Union

Canadian Union of Public Employees

B.C. Teachers Federation

Faculty Association, B.C. Institute of

Geographic Science

Fenway and Area

Local 1-217, IWA-Canada (loggers)

Local 3018, IWA-Canada (mill workers)

Local 27, Chemical, Energy, and Paperworkers

of Canada

Local 4397, United Steelworkers of America

(mineworkers)

United Fishermen and Allied Workers Union,

Fish Harbour Local

Boswell Mountain Mushroom Pickers’

Co-operative

Friends of the Environment

Coastal Women’s Centre

Fenway Chapter, Western Canada

Wilderness Society

Abwood Employees Credit Union

Island Crafts Association

Tu’lak’Xlem Nation (Indian Band)

Tu’lak’Xlem Nation Education Authority

Tu’lak’Xlem Nation Cultural Society

Vietnamese Crab Fishermen’s Association

Star Islands Outdoor Education Society

Star Islands Meditation Society

Fenway Parent-Teachers Association

Abwood Retiree’s Club

Formost River Hunting and Fishing Association

Abwood Steelhead Society

United Church Heritage Restoration Society
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A P P E N D I X 2

Using the Handbook

in EIC-CF Trainings

Entrepreneurial Communities: A Handbook for Local

Action is a good resource to use in conjunction

with the Employment and Immigration Can-

ada Community Futures (EIC-CF) Training

curriculum.

The table below lists the sections of the

HANDBOOK which can be used as reading

materials with the courses and topics in the

EIC-CF training materials.

EIC-CF COURSES HANDBOOK

1. OVERVIEW COURSE

1.1 Community Economic Development Chapter 2, pp. 5-26

1.2 Strategic Planning Chapter 3, pp. 27-41

2.0 Players in CED pp. 14, 21-23, 45-52

3.0 Organizational Development pp. 17-18, 21-22, 36-37

4.0 Social, Cultural, Political & Economic Structure pp. 33-35, 53-60

5.0 Enterprise Development pp. 7-9, 23-25

6.0 Human Resource Development pp. 8, 23-25

2. STRATEGIC PLANNING & MANAGEMENT Chapters 5, 6, 7, pp. 45-70

3. COMMUNITY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS pp. 33-35 & pp. 53-60

4. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION, PLANNING & MANAGEMENT pp. 38, 54-59 & pp. 61-70

5. WORKING TOGETHER pp. 14, 20, 22-23

6. MONITORING & EVALUATION pp. 67-70
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The HANDBOOK addresses many of the top-

ics in the EIC-CF training curriculum in detail.

It will be an effective tool during training ses-

sions that focus on introducing CED and stra-

tegic planning. In the specialized areas of

Enterprise Development, Human Resource

Development, Community Economic Analy-

sis, Working Together and Monitoring and

Evaluation, additional reference material will

be needed to provide a full understanding of

course content.
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Notes



The Community Futures program is a federal government initiative which was established

in the mid-1980s to assist rural communities in the development of strategies for dealing

with a changing economic environment. Established in 1992, the B.C./Yukon Community

FuturesAssociation represents Community Futures committees in B.C. and theYukon, and

is involved in promoting, co-ordinating, and facilitating community economic

development initiatives throughout the region. This publication is viewed as a means of

providing community economic development practitioners with practical information that

will assist them in gaining a better understanding of the theory and practice of community

economic development and strategic planning.
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